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Abstract 
 

Energy conversion devices make use of thin films and functional materials that exhibit 

microscopic spatial heterogeneity in their efficiency. The relationship between the distribution 

of such irregularities and their impact on device performance is not well understood. Hence 

there is a requirement to map the electrochemical activity in a range of thin films and functional 

materials. This is termed “electrochemical imaging” [1]. This need is presently addressed by 

high resolution electrochemical current mapping techniques. One such approach is the use of 

scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) [2]. While high resolution techniques like SECM 

are used for imaging, they are slow (order of minutes) over a wider area (~cm² scale). Hence 

there is a need to do 2D spatial electrochemical activity mapping at a faster rate (~ms) than 

those obtained from the conventional techniques. 

A potential solution is proposed – the CMOS active-matrix electrochemical imager – an 

integrated circuit whose high-level architecture is like that of an CMOS optical imager but 

whose optically sensitive element (photodiode) is replaced by an eletrochemically sensitive 

element (a working electrode (WE)). 

For feasibility purposes a CMOS test chip with sequential (passive matrix) readout capability 

of electrode current has been designed and implemented in a 5V AMS CMOS process. It 

comprises a readout circuit block (current to time converter with auto-zeroed ping-pong 

amplifier) and drive circuit (potentiostat) integrated with a 3×3 array of microscale electrodes 

on the same silicon substrate. The chip has been used to sense electrochemical current in the 

order of nanoamperes from individual electrodes on the array. The system level architecture 

to address individual electrodes, electrical characterization of individual circuit blocks, system 

level electrical characterization and basic electrochemical characterization of microscale 

electrodes on the 3×3 array are reported in detail. 

This thesis reports in detail the design and implementation of the following standalone circuit 

blocks (test structures): current amplifier, current attenuator and current buffer. The need for 

the same is attributed to the wide range of steady state electrode current whose magnitude 

depends on the surface area of electrode. This current can range from a few picoamperes to 

hundreds of nanoamperes. The use of a current amplifier and/or current attenuator as a front 

end can increase the effective input dynamic range of existing CMOS current sensing circuits. 

These standalone circuit blocks were electrically tested and characterized for their current 

gain with input DC currents ranging from few picoamperes to hundreds of nanoamperes. 
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Lay Summary 
 

It has been remarkable to see the growth of sensors and their applications over the past 

couple of years. Sensors can be categorized in to different types: Piezoelectric, optical 

sensors to name a few. For example, the growth of optical sensors over the past decade has 

been remarkable. This is much appreciated as these are available to market though a digital 

camera, high resolution displays etc. 

One such chemical sensor is a micro/nano electrode that can detect microscopic changes of 

chemical activity. In this PhD project, these micro/nano sensors are integrated with silicon 

based integrated circuits and eventually used for a chemical imaging application. These 

devices consist of array of micro-electrodes to detect microscopic chemical activity changes 

over a range of thin films. A question might arise as why this is required 

The reason for requiring such a device is to map a correlation between spatial heterogeneity 

and device performance as solar cells and fuel cells are made of thin films that exhibit 

microscopic spatial heterogeneity.  The combination of robustness of the CMOS electronics 

and sensitivity of nano-band electrodes paves way for its use in bio-medical applications like 

implantable devices. Smart contact lenses with built in sensors and electronics is another 

domain that can benefit from both the sensitivity of sensors and precision electronics. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Energy conversion devices like fuel cells make use of thin films and functional 

materials that exhibit microscopic spatial heterogeneity in their efficiency. The relation 

between the distribution of such irregularities and their impact on device performance 

is not well understood. Hence there is a need to be able to electrochemically map the 

activity on a range of thin films and functional materials. This need is presently 

addressed by high resolution electrochemical current mapping techniques. One such 

approach is the use of scanning electrochemical microscopy (SECM) for 

electrochemical imaging [1]-[7].  

1.2 Electrochemical Imaging 

A conventional scanning electrochemical microscopy experiment setup is shown in 

Fig.1.1. The system comprises of a commercial potentiostat, PC (personal computer), 

stepper motor and the substrate to be imaged. These component blocks are labelled 

in Fig.1.1. The commercial potentiostat consists of potentiostat circuits (pstat circuits ), 

counter electrode (CE), reference electrode (RE) and working electrode (WE) 

(microelectrode). The tip of the microelectrode, CE and RE are dipped into the 

electrolyte solution containing the active redox species. d is the separation distance 

between the microelectrode tip and the substrate to be imaged. The size of the 

reference and counter electrodes (macroscale) are much bigger than the working 

electrode (microscale). The commercial potentiostat is interfaced to a PC which is also 

connected to a stepper motor. The stepper motor controls the horizontal (lateral) and 
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vertical movement of microelectrode (position of probe tip). pstat circuits (potentiostat 

circuits) consists of readout and drive circuits (Fig.1.5, 2.5.3, 2.5.4) [1]-[7].  

 

Fig.1.1 Conventional Scanning electrochemical microscopy system [7] 

The readout circuit block is connected to the working electrode for sensing its current. 

The drive circuit block is connected to CE and RE (Typical three electrode potentiostat 

system is shown in Fig.1.5). A functional description of the potentiostat system is 

covered in 1.4.1. A functional description of drive and readout circuit blocks are 

covered in detail in sections 2.5.3 & 2.5.4. 

1.2.1 Working principle demonstrative example 

Electrochemical oxidation: Initially the separation d between the microelectrode tip and 

the substrate (shown in Fig.1.1) is kept large (several 100 times the size of the 

microelectrode). The microelectrode along with CE and RE is dipped in to the 

electrolyte solution containing active redox species. A positive potential is applied to  

WE (microelectrode) with reference to RE. This implies the redox species surrounding 

the microelectrode tip gets oxidized on its surface [7]-[11]. For the oxidation of redox 

species, the direction of electrochemical current is from WE through the solution into  
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CE. The magnitude of the electrochemical current produced at the WE depend on the 

concentration of redox species and the size of the working electrode [7]-[11].  

This Application: Now, the separation distance d between the microelectrode tip and 

the substrate is reduced to the orders of size of the microelectrode. This is done by 

bringing the microelectrode tip closer to the substrate. If the substrate is a conductor, 

it is bound to have a lot of free charge carriers (electrons). Referring to the previous 

paragraph, the active redox species (neutral) gets oxidized on the surface of the 

microelectrode. After losing electrons in the process of oxidation, the redox species 

acquires a positive charge and surrounds the region near microelectrode. As the 

substrate to be imaged (free electron carriers) is at a small separation from the 

microelectrode, the positively charged redox species gets attracted towards the free 

charge carriers (electrons) of the substrate. Hence the free electrons on the substrate 

reduces the oxidized redox species to regenerate neutral redox species in the solution 

for further oxidation. This in turn is a positive feedback in which the continuously 

regenerated redox species in the solution increases the rate of oxidation at the 

microelectrode tip. This leads to an increase in electrochemical current at the 

microelectrode tip. A typical electrochemical oxidation with a standard redox mediator 

is shown in Fig.1.2 (A). The oxidation and reduction reactions on the microelectrode 

tip and conductive substrate respectively with positive feedback SECM are shown in 

Fig.1.2 (B). 
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Fig.1.2 (A). Redox species Red getting oxidized at the microelectrode tip positioned far from 

the substrate to be imaged. (B)  Regeneration of redox species Red on the conductor site 

(SECM) [107]. 

The localized sites on the substrate with lesser number of free charge carriers 

(electrons) induces a lower magnitude of change in the microelectrode tip current. This 

implies an activity profile of the substrate could be generated with the concept of 

scanning electrochemical microscopy. Lateral scanning of microelectrode tip across 

the substrate produces changes in the microelectrode tip current which gives an 

indication of surface activity at a localized scale. An electrochemical 2D current map 

of the substrate can be generated by lateral scanning of microelectrode probe over an 

available area of the substrate. This is termed as electrochemical imaging. 

An example of a 2D electrochemical current map is shown in Fig.1.3. A microelectrode 

array (substrate to be imaged) is scanned by a microelectrode tip over an area of 380 

µm by 380 µm. The microelectrode array comprises of 9 electrodes. This image was 

generated by a student who works in one of the related PhD projects (1.3). 
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Fig.1.3. Electrochemical current map from a conventional SECM experiment 

The brown and green coloured regions in Fig.1.3 corresponds to different measured 

current levels over a specified area which gives information about the electrochemical 

activity at localized scale over a 380 µm by 380 µm area [1]-[7]. 

1.2.2  Rapid spatial electrochemical activity mapping 

While SECM is a high-resolution imaging technique, it has drawbacks: 

1) Difficulty in operation 

2) Slow mapping across wider area (≈ cm² scale) 

Hence there is a need to do spatial electrochemical activity mapping at a faster rate 

(order of milliseconds) than those obtained from conventional techniques (order of 

minutes). In this project, this will be achieved by bringing an array of micro/nano scale 

electrodes close to the solid-liquid interface of interest and rapidly addressing 

individual electrodes. The proposed system with a CMOS chip to address the need for 

rapid spatial electrochemical activity mapping is covered in 1.2.3. 
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1.2.3 Proposed system using a CMOS chip for SECM 

Fig.1.4 Proposed system with a CMOS chip replacing a commercial potentiostat for SECM 

In the proposed system shown in Fig.1.4, a CMOS chip comprising of microelectrode 

(WE) sensor array and pstat circuits replaces an external commercial potentiostat used 

in a conventional SECM setup shown in Fig.1.1. The reference (RE) and counter 

electrodes (CE) are external to the CMOS chip. An approximate 3D depiction of CMOS 

chip is shown in Fig.1.4. Here d (z-plane), the distance between the substrate and any 

microelectrode on the 3 by 3 array is held constant. An x-y plane image of the substrate 

is the desired output from the CMOS chip. The pstat circuits are interfaced to a PC. 3 

by 3 WE array on the CMOS chip, RE, CE and the substrate are immersed in the 

electrolyte solution containing active redox species. 
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Merits:  

Here essentially a 3 by 3 array of WE sensors integrated on to a CMOS chip replaces 

the microelectrode of a conventional SECM shown in Fig.1.1. The proposed system 

avoids the mechanical scanning of microelectrode probe over the substrate to be 

imaged. Hence, a rapid 2D spatial electrochemical activity mapping becomes possible. 

Hence, the CMOS chip with integrated sensor array and pstat circuits is held at a 

constant height above the substrate to be imaged. Rapidly addressing the individual 

electrodes (WE’s) on the 3 by 3 array (reading out the currents from individual 

electrodes on the array) gives a 2D (x-y) electrochemical activity map of the substrate. 

The electrochemical current is proportional to the concentration of redox species. A 

sample image is shown in Fig.1.4, where the 9 electrodes represented with different 

line patterns corresponds to different magnitude of electrochemical current measured. 

1.3 Context 

This project is a collaboration between the University of Edinburgh and the National 

Physical Laboratory (NPL). It is one of the three closely linked PhD projects. 

This PhD project: The aim is to produce an integrated sensor system with passive 

matrix readout capability for 2D electrochemical imaging. This will be achieved by the 

design and fabrication of micro-electrode array with active CMOS circuits on a single 

silicon CMOS chip & using the same for basic electrochemical characterization. 

Related projects: The first related PhD project is exploring the in-depth 

characterization and application of the electrochemical device for 2D electrochemical 

imaging. It is in school of chemistry and is funded by an EPSRC Industrial CASE 

Award with NPL. U. Mitrikeviciute from school of chemistry works on this project. The 

second related PhD project is developing the integration of micro-scale electrode array 
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on the CMOS chip. M.Donnora from school of engineering works on the second 

related project. 

1.4 Electrochemical Sensing                                                                                                      

The history of modern electrochemical sensing dates back to the early 1950 and the 

use of electrochemical sensors for monitoring dissolved oxygen. Electrochemical 

sensors consist of electrodes and electrolyte. With the invention of potentiostats 

(amplifiers with characteristics identical to operational amplifiers), two electrode 

systems with macroscale electrodes (order of mm) immersed in electrolyte solution 

were used for electrochemical sensing [8], [9]. A potential is maintained between the 

two electrodes and a current is produced due to the electrochemical reaction that takes 

place on one of the electrodes. The electrode on which electrochemical reaction takes 

place is called the working electrode. The working electrode is maintained at a 

constant potential with respect to an electrode with stable electrochemical potential  

called the reference electrode. The working electrode current also depends on the 

distance between the working & reference electrodes. However, a current produced 

at the working electrode must pass through the reference electrode which leads to a 

change in its electrochemical potential. Hence there is difficulty in maintaining a 

constant potential difference between the working and reference electrodes. To 

counter this problem, a third electrode called the counter electrode was introduced. 

This led to the development of a ‘Three Electrode Potentiostat System’ [8]. 

1.4.1 Three Electrode Potentiostat System 

A typical three electrode potentiostat system shown in Fig.1.5 consists of a Driving 

amplifier, readout circuit consisting of amplifier, working electrode, reference 

electrode, counter electrode and electrolyte solution. The potential of the counter 
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electrode (CE) is adjusted by the ‘Driving amplifier’ while the potential difference 

between the reference electrode (RE) and the working electrode (WE) is monitored 

and the current through CE and WE are being measured by the ‘Readout circuit’. In 

such systems the working electrode is maintained at a constant potential. Since no 

electrolytic reaction takes place on RE and no current passes through the same, RE 

has a stable electrochemical potential. Most of the CMOS readout circuits use either 

resistors (Fig.1.5) or capacitors to sense electrode current. However, the readout 

circuit of this CMOS chip comprises of capacitor to sense electrode current.  Some of 

the desirable features of working, reference & counter electrodes are discussed below 

[8]-[11]: 

 

Fig.1.5: Typical three electrode potentiostat system [8] 

Working electrode: Electrochemical inertness, fast response, ease of fabrication into 

many forms, wide cathodic potential window, wide anodic potential window and low 

level of toxicity are some desirable features of these electrodes [8]-[11].  

Drive circuit 

Readout circuit  
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Fig.1.6 Platinum micro-scale working electrode samples [obtained internally from a closely 

linked project] 

Some common working electrode materials are gold, platinum, carbon and mercury.  

Even though Gold and platinum are expensive, these are widely used due to their 

electrochemical inertness and ease of fabrication in to different shapes [8]-[11]. 

Reference electrode: An electrode with stable electrochemical potential over time and 

temperature. Standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) has a stable potential over time, but 

the difficulty of solution preparation has limited its use. The other two common 

aqueous reference electrodes are ‘saturated calomel’ and ‘silver/silver chloride’  

electrodes. Non-aqueous reference electrodes are often metal wires made of platinum 

or silver immersed directly in to the analyte solution. These are also called as pseudo 

reference electrodes. The demerit with these electrodes is any compositional change 

in the analyte solution changes their reference potential. Hence additional care must 

be taken with the use of pseudo reference electrodes to maintain the reference 

potential [8]-[11]. 

Counter/Auxiliary electrode: Counter electrode provides a path for the current 

produced at the working electrode due to the electrochemical reaction on its surface, 

thereby prevents the over-loading of reference electrode. The nature of the 

electrochemical reaction (oxidation or reduction) that occurs on the surface of a 

counter electrode is opposite to the working electrode. The counter electrode must be 

well separated from the working electrode to avoid interference of electrochemical 
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reaction products at the counter electrode with the working electrode. Platinum has 

the advantages of faster electrochemical reaction kinetics and electrochemical 

inertness [8]-[11]. 

1.4.2 Macro-electrodes with commercial potentiostats and evolution of 

micro-electrodes 

Since the introduction of the three electrode potentiostat system, commercial 

potentiostats have evolved over the years and are still used for a variety of 

applications. At present, potentiostats that can measure currents as low as 1 pA are 

commercially available [12]. These commercial potentiostats are used to perform 

cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurements on macro-scale electrodes (dimension-mm) 

with macro-electrode current (µA to mA) being measured. However, these commercial 

potentiostats are too big (cm scale, Fig.1.7) and heavy for many applications [8], [9], 

[12]. Microelectrodes (dimension-µm) have largely replaced macro-electrodes. In 

comparison to macro-electrodes, micro-electrodes have higher current density, higher 

sensitivity, better spatial resolution and faster electrode kinetics (electrode currents 

attain the steady state more quickly) [8]-[9], [11]-[12]. The absolute current of a 

microelectrode is in the “nA” range and microelectrodes with commercial potentiostats 

are routinely being used for many electrochemical sensing applications [11], [13]. 

 

Fig.1.7 A commercial potentiostat [12] 
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1.4.3 Potentiostat circuits on CMOS 
 

 

Fig.1.8 A typical CMOS Potentiostat [14] 

With the evolution of IC technology, potentiostat circuits have been implemented on 

standard CMOS process. Early designs of on-chip CMOS potentiostats were able to 

measure currents in the range 100 nA-3.5 µA with non-linearity roughly around 2 % 

[16]. These circuits were basically two stage op-amps with resistors being used for 

current to voltage conversion. A typical example of a CMOS potentiostat is shown in 

Fig.1.8. CMOS potentiostat circuits have evolved over the years in accordance with 

Moore’s law. Their performance is comparable to that of commercial potentiostats. 

The development of low offset (micro-volt scale) [17]-[24] and low noise (0.707µV rms) 

[25] on-chip potentiostats provided the foundation to sense ultra-low electrode currents 

(pA) with precision [26]-[30]. Potentiostats with low power (tens of µW) [28],[31], wide 

dynamic current range (10 nA to 1 mA) [32], multiple channels (54 channels to perform 

real time electro-chemical sensing) [33] were some of the other developments over 

the years. The ability to sense such low currents (around 1 pA) [26]-[30] and the 

compactness of these circuits led to the idea of integrating micro-electrodes with 

potentiostat circuits on the same chip. As the micro-electrode current is in the range 

of “nA”, the allowed voltage noise density is low (µV/sqrt (Hz)), which evaluates to a 

low absolute value of voltage noise. Hence the current sensing circuitry must be 

located near the working electrode. This led to the idea of integrating ADC with the 
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potentiostat circuits on the same chip. Initially, dual slope ADCs were implemented  

due to their high accuracy and resolution. Even though this ADC trades off speed for 

resolution, it was still used in various chemical sensing applications where the 

resolution of the electrode current sensed was more important. Potentiostats with 

integrated ADC have been used to perform voltammetry experiments with external 

microelectrodes [15], [34], [35]. 

1.4.4 Integration of micro-electrodes and potentiostat circuits on CMOS                                          

With the advances in micro-fabrication technology, and the availability of lower cost 

fabrication processes, post-processing of microelectrodes on the surface of CMOS 

chip became possible [36], [37]. To begin with, arrays of working electrodes were 

integrated with potentiostat circuits on the same chip and voltammetry measurements 

were done with the help of external RE and CE [13], [15]-[16], [34]-[35]. The integration 

of CE and RE on to the same CMOS chip led to the development of an integrated 

compact solution for electrochemical sensing [25], [38]-[51]. Later designs aimed at 

improving the current measurement accuracy resulted in improvements in the readout 

circuits [15], [26]-[30], [52]-[64]. Offset compensated [65]-[88] and low noise 

programmable gain amplifiers (dynamic current range 10 pA to 10 µA) [88], current 

buffers to prevent working electrode voltage variation during switching and leakage 

current reduction switches [26]-[30], [43]-[45], [57] were some of the key features of 

the improved read-out circuitry. Arrays of microelectrodes with sigma delta ADC 

readout circuits [47], [50], [53], [56], [57], [66]-[68], [69]-[72], [84]-[89] on the same chip 

has been one of the recent improvements. While sensing circuits have improved over 

the years, a complete integrated design comprising microelectrodes, potentiostat 

circuits and low noise readout circuits on the same CMOS chip for 2D electrochemical 

imaging application has still not been reported. 
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1.4.5 Nano-band electrodes (MNEE) and beyond 

Nano-band electrodes (vertical dimension in nm) offer some benefits compared to 

microelectrodes. They have become popular due to the cost reduction of the 

electrode’s fabrication process.  Higher current density, enhanced sensitivity, good 

spatial resolution and faster steady state electrode currents are some of the desirable 

properties of nano-band electrodes [36]-[37]. However due to a low current level of a 

nano-band electrode (order of pA), even though low noise precision amplifiers are 

available, measuring such low currents with precision is a challenging task. For the 

ease of current measurement, an array of nano-band electrodes is often grouped 

together and the total current (higher in magnitude) from the array is measured [36]-

[37]. 

  

Fig.1.9 Micro square nano-band edge electrode array [37] 

1.5 Potentiostat and readout circuit architectures 
 

Potentiostat architectures can be categorized into two main configurations. grounded 

working electrode configuration and grounded counter electrode configuration. The 

potentiostat architecture used in this project work is a grounded working electrode 
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configuration. The main reason for the same is the fact that in a grounded working 

electrode configuration, the working electrode is held at a constant voltage level 

(virtual ground) and the reference electrode voltage is varied for voltammetry 

experiments. On the other hand, in a grounded counter electrode configuration both 

the reference and counter electrode voltages must be controlled for voltammetry 

experiments. Hence it is easier to implement a grounded working electrode 

potentiostat configuration [17]. 

The readout circuits for electrode current sensing can be broadly classified in to 2 

categories. Resistive feedback circuits with resistors being used with the readout 

circuit amplifier in a negative feedback configuration. Thermal noise dominates in 

this kind of configuration. A very high value resistor is required to reduce the noise 

which occupies a huge silicon area [17].  

Readout circuit amplifiers with capacitive feedback offer a useful solution for sensing 

ultralow level currents (orders of pA). At lower bandwidth, the noise introduced by 

these circuits are less than resistive feedback circuits. Smaller CMOS capacitors can 

be used to sense a wide range of current. A lot of different readout circuit 

configurations exist with capacitive feedback [17]. 

One such configuration is the current mode architecture with capacitive feedback. A 

CMOS current mode quasi-digital current to time converter has been designed and 

implemented in a 0.35um AMS CMOS Process [17]. 

1.6 State-of-the-art and contributions 
 

As this PhD project primarily focusses on the design, implementation and testing of 

CMOS Readout Circuits for electrochemical imaging application, it is useful to make 

a performance summary of some of the amperometric current readout circuits that 
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has been used for various sensing applications. The performance parameters of the 

CMOS amperometric current readout circuits implemented in this chip along with 

some of the existing works from the literature are tabulated in Table 1.1 [17]. 

Readout 
circuits  

Maximum input 
current 

 Sensitivity Dynamic range Circuit structure 

Target 
Application/ 
Concentration 
of redox species 

Ahmadi 
M.M 

1 µA 1 nA 60 dB 
Current mirror & 
I-F ADC 

Biosensing/0-
38mM 

Yang C 47 µA 1 pA 120 dB 
Correlated double 
sampling 

Biosensing/0-
25mM 

Nazari 
M.H 

350 nA 24 pA 95 dB 
I-F & single slope 
ADC 

Biosensing/0-
80µM 

Jafari 
H.M 

350 nA 9 pA 92 dB Current conveyor 
Biosensing/0-2 
µM 

Li H 16 µA 100 fA 160 dB 
Input modulated 
sigma-delta ADC 

Biosensing/0-20 
µM 

This 
work 

30 nA 75 pA 50 dB 
Auto-zeroed 
current to time 
converter 

Electrochemical 
Imaging/0-5mM 

Table 1.1 performance parameters of amperometric current readout circuits [17] 

The complete Project comprises of 3 PhD projects, the primary focus of this project 

is to design, implement and test CMOS readout circuits for 2D electrochemical 

imaging application.  Hence the primary is to design system architecture/ readout 

circuits that cater to the application.                                                                                                 

Novelty: The main novelty of this work is from the perspective of electrochemical 

imaging. The proposed system with CMOS chip is a potential replacement for the 

existing conventional scanning electrochemical microscopy system. A current 

amplifier test structure that can amplify steady state currents as low as 10 pA has 

been designed & it has a future potential to be integrated beneath each pixel 

(microelectrode). This eventually leads amplification of electrode current at their 

source which reduces the impact of noise to a certain extent. 
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2 CMOS Test Chip with passive addressing 

2.1  Introduction 

An active matrix electrochemical sensor array (AMECSA) consists of CMOS current 

sensing circuits and digital control circuits to individually interrogate every electrode 

(pixel) of a 2D Cartesian array. The overall aim of this PhD project is to produce an 

integrated sensor system with active matrix readout capability for 2D electrochemical 

imaging without mechanical scanning. A 2D array with large number of pixels 

increases the complexity of the CMOS chip as it requires multiple readout and control 

circuits (M readout circuits and N control circuits for M×N electrode array). To 

demonstrate feasibility, a test chip with sequential pixel current readout capability 

(passive matrix) has been designed and implemented in a 5 V AMS CMOS process. 

It consists of a current sensing circuit integrated with 3×3 array of micro-scale 

electrodes on the same silicon substrate. The chip has been used to sense  

electrochemical current in the ‘nA’ scale from individual electrodes on the array. This 

chapter reports the following: a system level architecture to address a 3×3 array of 

micro-scale electrodes, circuit description of the independent circuit blocks with their 

electrical characterization. 

2.2  Application context 

In a conventional scanning electrochemical microscopy experiment (SECM), a 

microelectrode probe is laterally scanned over the surface/substrate to be imaged [1]-

[7]. AMECSA is a potential replacement for the ‘microelectrode probe’ used in a 

conventional SECM. In other words, a 2D spatial electrochemical current map could 

be generated by bringing the AMECSA close to the solid-liquid interface of interest 
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then rapidly and sequentially interrogating each electrode on the array. Diagrammatic 

illustration of AMECSA in the targeted application and a current map obtained from a 

conventional SECM are shown in Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.2 respectively. An 8 by 8 array of 

micro-scale electrodes integrated on a single silicon CMOS chip placed on top of the 

substrate to be imaged is shown in Fig.2.1. The brown coloured image is the image of 

a single circular disc electrode from the array. AMECSA is placed on top of the 

substrate to be imaged with a separation of few microns. Fig.2.2 is already explained 

in the previous chapter and it is the expected outcome from the AMECSA in the future.    

However, this PhD project is focused on the design of CMOS test chip, electrical 

characterization of current sensing circuits and basic electrochemical characterization 

of individual micro-scale electrodes on the 3×3 array. Fig.2.1 and Fig.2.2 are obtained 

from a report linked to one of the associated PhD projects. 

 

Fig.2.1 CMOS chip with micro-scale electrodes as imaging device 

 

Fig.2.2 Current map obtained from a conventional SECM 
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2.3  Specifications 

Target application requirements led to the electrochemical and the electrode array 

draft outline specifications tabulated in Table 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. These 

specifications form the basis for deriving the top-level electrical specifications of the 

CMOS test chip. WE denote working electrode. 

In the absence of active CMOS control circuits for addressing an array of electrodes, 

the number of control signals increases with the array size. For the chosen system 

architecture (2.5), an M×N electrode array with independent control capability requires  

2×M×N control signals. Hence, the CMOS test chip has been designed with a smaller 

electrode array size (3×3) to keep the number of control signals to minimum (18 for 

this chip). 

The chosen pixel pitch (100 µm) is much larger than the electrode size (10 µm 

diameter). This is to prevent the potential interaction of diffusion fields from adjacent 

electrodes on the array. 100 µm × 100 µm is the active area (single pixel footprint) at 

the centre of CMOS test chip for the deposition of a single Pt working electrode. This 

is roughly 100 times the area of the deposited electrode, which accounts for a pixel fill 

factor of 1 %. A larger active area on the chip gives the flexibility to post-process WE’s 

with different shapes and sizes in the future. 

Specification  Value 

Cyclic voltammetry sweep range -2 V to +2 V 

Single WE steady state current  500 pA-10 nA 

WE current change on top of base level 
steady   state current 

1 % 

WE current settling time (steady state) 
5 milliseconds (application of 
step potential)  

Redox couple 
Ferrocene methanol & 
Potassium Ferricyanide 

Concentration of active redox species 0.5 mM – 5 mM 

Table 2.1 Draft outline electrochemical specifications of the test chip 
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Specification  Value 

WE material Platinum 

Array dimension 3×3  

Number of WE’s (pixels)  9 

Pixel pitch (WE separation) 100 µm 

WE shape and size 
Circular 10 µm diameter micro-scale 
electrodes 

Pixel fill factor 1 % 

Table 2.2 Draft outline electrode array specifications of the test chip 

Proving the functionality of the sensor system and the requirement of more pixels etc. 

will lead to the design of CMOS chips with higher pixel fill factor in the future. 

Specification  Value 

Supply voltage 5 V 

Total steady state current from all WE’s of the 
3×3 array (all active) 

90 nA (maximum) (10nA from each 
WE) 

Single WE peak current  80 nA 

Single WE steady state current resolution 1 % 

Sampling rate 200 Hz 

Input referred current noise (absolute level) 
over the bandwidth of interest 

Less than 5 pA rms 

Table 2.3 Top level electrical specifications of the CMOS test chip 

Table 2.3 shows the top-level electrical specifications of the CMOS test chip derived 

from the electrode array and electrochemical specifications. The circuits on the chip 

are powered by a 5 V power supply due to a cyclic voltammetry sweep requirement of 

2 V from a reference level in both the positive and negative direction.  

Sampling rate:  

With the application of step potential, the electrochemical current of a 10 µm diameter 

circular WE take 5 ms to reach steady state. Hence the sampling rate for the 

application is evaluated as the reciprocal of 5 ms, which is 200 Hz. 
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Input referred current noise:  

On a 1 nA base level steady state current of a WE, a 1 % resolution of current (Table 

2.1) yields 10 pA as the lowest value of absolute current that needs to be measured. 

Hence the target value of input referred current noise must be lower than half of the 

lowest value of absolute current to be sensed. Hence the target specification is 5 pA. 

This value of input referred current noise is the integrated value over a frequency of 

200 Hz. 

Single WE (pixel) current sense resolution and peak current requirements play an 

important role in the choice of CMOS readout circuit architecture implemented in this 

chip. The electrical specifications of the circuit blocks that constitutes the chip has 

been derived from the top-level electrical specifications tabulated in Table 2.3. 

2.3.1  Electrochemistry and CMOS electronics 

A potential step applied to a micro-scale working electrode with respect to a reference 

electrode or vice-versa produces an instantaneous peak electrochemical current 

which settles to a steady state value over time [8]-[11], [36]-[37]. The magnitude of the 

steady state and peak currents is derived from the Cottrell equation which establishes 

a relation between electrode current and time in a potential step experiment [8]-[11], 

[36]-[37]. Typically, the magnitude of peak WE current depends on the size of the WE 

and is several orders of magnitude greater than the steady state current [8]-[11], [36]-

[37]. To have unperturbed electrochemical reaction kinetics, the amplifiers that 

constitute the drive and readout electronics of the CMOS test chip have been designed 

to source and sink or vice-versa the peak current produced at any WE on the array 

respectively. This clearly demonstrates a dependency between electrochemical 

requirements and the design of CMOS electronics. Hence electrical specifications of 
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the circuit blocks used in the readout and drive electronics have been inherently 

derived from the electrochemical specifications tabulated in Table 2.1.    

2.4 A complete system setup of the target application 

 

Fig.2.3 SECM setup comprising of CMOS chip & substrate to be imaged 

Fig.2.3 shows the complete system diagram of the target application. The system 

comprises of a CMOS chip, reference electrode (RE), counter electrode (CE), 

substrate to be imaged, electrolyte solution containing active redox species and a PC. 

The footprint of the CMOS chip is 2.7 mm by 2.7 mm. It consists of test circuits, pstat 

circuits (comprising of readout & drive electronics) and 3 by3 array of post-processed 

10 µm circular working electrodes. The 3 by 3 array of working electrodes are at the 

centre of the chip with a footprint of 300 µm by 300 µm & a pixel pitch of 100 µm. The 

separation between any electrode on the array and the substrate is 10 µm. The 

footprint of the complete substrate to be imaged is 1 cm by 1cm. However, the footprint 

of the substrate to be imaged is 300 µm by 300 µm due to a smaller active senor area 

used in this CMOS test chip. In the future, CMOS chips with larger active sensor area 
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will be used to image the complete footprint of the substrate. The reference and 

counter electrodes used in this system are silver/silver chloride & Pt respectively. The 

dimension of the Pt counter electrode is much bigger (~cm scale) than the array of 

microelectrodes on the CMOS chip. The pstat circuits of this chip are interfaced to a 

PC. 

2.5 System level architecture of the CMOS test chip 

Fig.2.4 shows the system level architecture of the CMOS test chip. It consists of the 

following: readout circuit block, drive circuit block, buffer circuit block, two current 

reference blocks and a 3×3 sensor array with control switches.  

pstat circuits (2.4) comprises of: readout circuit block, drive circuit block, buffer circuit 

block and two current reference blocks. 

Fig.2.5 shows a higher-level circuit diagram that comprises of drive circuit block and 

the electrical equivalent model of the three-electrode system. The electrodes labelled 

RE, CE and WE1- WE9 in Fig.2.4 are represented as the equivalent circuit model shown 

in Fig.2.5. Replacing the electrodes in Fig.2.4 with equivalent electrical circuit model 

shown in Fig.2.5 will yield a system level circuit architecture of the CMOS test chip.  

Fig.2.4 and Fig.2.5 should be seen together to understand the system level electrical 

functionality of the CMOS test chip. 
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Fig.2.4 System level architecture of the CMOS test chip 

Isource1 

Isink1 

Isource2 

Isink2 
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Fig.2.5 Drive circuit block along with equivalent electrical model of the 3-electrode system 

Component  Description Value 

Rs Solution resistance between WE & RE 150 ohms 

Rct 
Charge transfer resistance of the chemical 
reaction occurring at WE  

20 Meg ohms 

Cdl Double layer capacitance 15 nF 

Rref Resistance of the reference electrode  

Table 2.4 component values of the equivalent electrical circuit of the 3electrode model 

2.5.1 3×3 sensor array with control switches 

n-MOSFETS M1-M18 and 9 platinum micro-scale working electrodes WE1-WE9 

constitute this design block shown in Fig.2.4. Each working electrode on the array is 

connected to 2 n-MOSFETS operated as switches with independent control capability. 

Hence there are 18 n-MOSFET switches associated with all the 9 electrodes on the 

array. Array of Pt micro-scale working electrodes has been post-processed on the 

CMOS test chip with the in-house fabrication facility. The integration technology 

required for the same has been developed recently as part of a related project. In the 
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chosen test chip architecture, at any point in time, the micro-scale electrodes on the 

array (WE’s) remain biased at the same dc voltage either by ‘Buffer Circuit Block’ or 

‘Readout Circuit Block’ through 18 independent control signals (Varrctrl1-Varrctrl18). A 

potential applied to the reference electrode ‘RE’ with reference to a WE on the array 

produces an electrochemical current at the surface of WE which reaches steady state 

over time. At any point in time, a single WE current is either sensed by the ‘Readout 

Circuit Block’ or passed through the ‘Buffer Circuit Block ’.  

2.5.2  Buffer Circuit Block 

The ‘Buffer Circuit Block ’ consists of an amplifier ‘bufferamp’ in negative feedback 

configuration. bufferamp is a 2-stage operational amplifier with low output impedance. 

bufferamp provides an alternate path for the currents that emanate from the 

independent WE’s on the array when they are not sensed. At any point in time, if 

required, the output stage of bufferamp could source or sink a maximum current that 

equals the sum of peak currents from all 9 WE’s on the array. While doing this, 

bufferamp also maintains its output buffout at a constant DC voltage Vcm. Hence, even 

when the currents emanating from the WE’s on the array are not sensed, their 

potentials are always maintained at a constant DC voltage Vcm. A single Buffer Circuit 

Block has been used in this chip. 

2.5.3  Drive Circuit Block 

The ‘Drive Circuit Block ’ shown in Fig.2.4 consist of an amplifier ‘driveamp’, a reference 

electrode ‘RE’ and a counter electrode ‘CE’. driveamp is a folded-cascode rail-to-rai l 

amplifier. CE and RE are external to the chip. CE, RE and WE array are immersed in 

the same electrolyte solution. The purpose of the driveamp is to either source or sink 

the electrochemical current produced at any of the WE’s (WE1-WE9) on the array. CE, 
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RE and driveamp complete a negative feedback path through the electrolyte. Hence RE 

is maintained at a potential biaspstat by feedback. Any potential difference between WE 

and RE (Vcm – biaspstat) produces an electrochemical current at WE. The driveamp 

provides this current by adjusting the potential on CE. In principle, the direction of WE 

current depends on the nature (oxidation/reduction) of the electrochemical reaction on 

the surface of WE. Electrochemical reaction of complementary nature takes place on 

the surface of CE. Therefore, the direction of current flow at CE is opposite to that at 

WE [8]-[11].   

2.5.4  Readout Circuit Block and Current Reference Blocks 1 and 2 

The current sensing component of the CMOS test chip consists of Readout Circuit Block 

and Current reference Blocks 1 & 2. These blocks together form a current mode 

configuration to sense a bidirectional working electrode current of the order of nA. 

The purpose of the Readout Circuit Block is to sense steady state current from individual 

WE’s on the array. The readout circuit architecture used on this chip is a dual slope 

current to time converter. It consists of auto-zero amplifiers atzamp1 and atzamp2 in a 

ping-pong architecture, integration capacitors cint1 and cint2 with reset control and a 

comparator. The ‘Current reference Blocks 1 & 2’ operates in conjunction with the 

Readout Circuit Block.  

As atzamp1 and atzamp2 form a negative feedback system with cint1 and cint2 

respectively, Vinn1 and Vinn2 are always maintained at constant potential Vcm. At any 

point in time, either M23 or M24 connects one of the WE’s (WE1-WE9) on the array to 

the Readout Circuit Block for sensing. This is achieved using independent control 

signals Vread1ctrl and Vread2ctrl. Hence a near identical potential (Vcm) at Vinn1, Vinn2 

and buffout maintains a constant potential (Vcm) on all the WE’s (WE1-WE9) at any point 

in time. With the implementation of a ping-pong amplifier configuration, atzamp1 and 
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atzamp2 provide outputs in alternate half cycles. This has been achieved by n-

MOSFETS M27 and M28 with independent control signals Voffpulse and Vamppulse 

respectively.  

The choice of a ping-pong amplifier configuration requires the use of two identical 

Current Reference Blocks, each being used independently in conjunction with amplifiers 

atzamp1 and atzamp2 for sensing single WE (pixel) current. Each Current Reference Block 

consist of two temperature compensated current references for sourcing and sinking 

a constant current. At any point in time, only the current reference with the direction of 

reference current opposite to the WE current would be used. The magnitudes of all 

reference currents used in the chip are of the order of few nA. 

An open-loop voltage comparator has been designed and implemented in this chip. 

The purpose of the same is to convert the integrated output voltage ppout of the ping-

pong amplifier into a pulse width signal. The chosen comparator configuration is an 

open-loop rail-rail OTA with architecture identical to driveamp. The signals of the chip 

and their purpose are tabulated in Table 2.5. 

Signal name Signal type Signal range Purpose 

VDD Input 5 V, constant Chip power supply 
gnd Input  0 V, constant Chip ground supply 

Vcm Input  2.5 V, constant 

1) Common mode and positive input 
voltage to atzamp1 and atzamp2 
2) Negative and common mode voltage 
to comp 
3) positive and negative power supply 
rail for (Isink1, Isink2) and (Isource1, 
Isource2) respectively 
4) positive input voltage to bufferamp 

    

Vamppulse Input pulse 0 to 5 V, periodic 
atzamp2 provides output during this 
period 

    

Voffpulse Input pulse 5 to 0 V, periodic 
atzamp1 provides output during this 
period 

    

Vread2ctrl Input pulse 0 to 5 V, periodic 
Determines the integration time-period 
of Ielectrode over capacitor cint2 
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Vread1ctrl Input pulse 5 to 0 V, periodic 
Determines the integration time-period 
of Ielectrode over capacitor cint1 

     

Varrctrl2 Input pulse 0 to 5 V, periodic 
Operates in conjunction with 
Vread2ctrl, associated with every 
electrode 

    

Varrctrl1 Input pulse 5 to 0 V, periodic 
Connects WE1 to buffout, bufferamp 
sinks Ielectrode during this period 

    

Vrefsinksel Input pulse 5 to 0 V, periodic 
Controls the de-integration time periods 
of output currents of Isink1 and Isink2 

    

Vrefsourcesel Input pulse 5 to 0 V, periodic 
Controls the de-integration time periods 
of output currents of Isource1 and 
Isource2 

    

Vresetpulse Input pulse 0 to 5 V, periodic 
Sets the reset time period for cint1 and 
cint2 

    

amp1out 
Output, 
triangular 

periodic Output of amplifier atzamp1 

amp2out 
Output, 
triangular 

periodic Output of amplifier atzamp2 

ppout 
Output, 
triangular 

periodic Ping-pong amplifier output 

compout Output pulse periodic Comparator output 

Table 2.5 Input and output signals of the CMOS test chip 

2.5.5 Integrated System electrical functionality 

The electrical functionality of the integrated system consisting of all the circuit blocks 

and the sensor array is covered here. To demonstrate the same, a single working 

electrode WE1 on the sensor array is used as an example. 

A potential applied to the RE with respect to WE1 produces an electrochemical reaction 

at WE1, which generates a current. The direction of the current that emanates from 

WE1 depends on the polarity of the potential difference Vredox between WE1 and RE. 

A steady state value of this current is sensed by the Readout Circuit Block. The direction 

of working electrode current Ielectrode used in the subsequent discussion is: Ielectrode 
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is sourced by the driveamp and the direction of current flow is from CE through the 

solution into WE1 (2.5.3 & 2.5.4). 

The amplifiers atzamp2 and atzamp1 provide identical outputs in alternate periodic 

cycles. These periodic cycles have identical time periods defined by independent 

complementary pulse control signals Voffpulse and Vamppulse shown in Fig.2.4. The 

first periodic cycle consists of two half cycles with Vamppulse held high during the entire 

time-period. In the first half cycle, the unknown electrode current Ielectrode flows into 

amp2out through the integration capacitor cint2 (Fig.2.4). This steady state current is 

integrated across cint2 for a fixed time defined by independent pulse control signals 

Varrctrl2 and Vread2ctrl to produce a linear ramp voltage at amp2out. Varrctrl2 and 

Vread2ctrl are held high (5 V) during this half cycle. amp2out linearly ramps down from 

Vcm to a lower value Vint over a fixed period of integration Tint. Ielectrode is channelled 

into buffout in the second half cycle with the use of independent pulse control signal 

Varrctrl1. This keeps the electrochemistry at WE1 unperturbed when Ielectrode is not 

sensed. In the second half cycle, a temperature compensated constant reference 

current Iref is integrated on to cint2. The direction of Iref is opposite to that of Ielectrode 

with its period defined by Vrefsinksel (Current Reference Block 2 in Fig.2.4).  Iref flows out 

of amp2out through cint2 and M22 into gnd. Iref is integrated across cint2 for an unknown 

time-period Tunknown to produce a linear ramp voltage at the output of atzamp2. During 

this half cycle, amp2out linearly ramps up from Vint to a value Vdeint greater than Vcm 

in magnitude. amp2out remains connected to the ping-pong amplifier output ppout for 

the entire first periodic cycle with the use of Vamppulse. Hence any periodic cycle of 

ppout is a triangular waveform consisting of unknown electrode current integration 

followed by constant reference current integration across the same integration 

capacitor. ppout is connected to the positive input of a comparator comp and compared 
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against a constant voltage Vcm. The output of the comparator compout stays low in the 

first half cycle as ppout is lower than Vcm. As ppout crosses Vcm and reaches Vdeint in 

the second half cycle, compout completely switches from low (0V) to high (5V).  

Tunknown is the time taken by the comparator in the second half cycle to switch 

completely from low to high. Hence by measuring Tunknown, the unknown electrode 

current can be evaluated with the following equation: 

(Ielectrode× Tint) / cint2 = (Iref × Tunknown) / cint2                                                     (2.1)                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

amp1out, ppout and compout waveforms in the second half cycle are identical to those 

obtained from first periodic cycle for the same electrode current. This is achieved using 

atzamp1, cint1, comp and Current Reference Block 1. Vresetpulse is an independent pulse 

control signal used to periodically reset the integration capacitors cint1 and cint2. This 

sets amp2out and amp1out to Vcm at the start of every periodic cycle. A working analogy 

as discussed in the previous paragraphs is also applicable for Ielectrode that flows out 

of WE1. Here, reference current sources connected to M19 and M21 with periods 

defined by Vrefsourcesel works in conjunction with Readout Circuit Block for sensing  

Ielectrode (Current Reference Blocks 1and2, Fig.2.4). 100 fF is the value of the integration 

capacitors cint1 and cint2 used in this chip. The period of integration of current across 

the integration capacitor together with the range of electrode current to be sensed is 

the reason behind the choice of using a 100 fF integration capacitor. 

The current sensing component of the chip resembles a dual slope ADC to some 

extent. In a dual slope ADC, a voltage reference is often used with a resistor to 

generate a reference current in the order of few µA. This is reasonable if the unknown 

signal to be sensed is a voltage and an unknown current is generated with a resistor. 

However, the unknown signal emanating from any of the electrochemical sensors 

(WE1-WE9) of this chip is a current in the order of few nA. Hence CMOS current 
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references (nA) without the use of high value resistors have been designed and 

implemented to avoid any voltage to current process conversion errors. The current 

sensing component of this chip is a current to time converter and not an ADC. The 

input and output waveforms of the integrated system are shown in Fig.2.6.    

In recent years, CMOS chips with current mode incremental sigma-delta ADC readout 

circuits have been used for bio-medical sensing applications [26]-[29]. Current 

references form a vital part of their readout circuits. The current sensing component 

implemented in this chip is a current mode quasi-digital architecture with a current to 

time converter. The methodology to address the working electrodes on the array is 

discussed in the next section. 
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Fig.2.6 waveform diagrams of integrated system 
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2.5.6 Working electrode addressing methodology 

2.5.6.1 Sequential turn on of the working electrodes  

Initial condition:  M1-M18 on the sensor array are kept open with the use of 

independent control signals Varrctrl1-Varrctrl18. RE is biased at zero, which implies no 

potential difference between the working electrodes (WE1-WE9) on the sensor array 

and RE. Therefore, initially no current flows through the system. The direction of 

working electrode current used here for discussion corresponds to the one used in 

2.5.5. 

Step1:   

At t = 0, Apply a potential greater than Vcm in magnitude to RE and close the n-

MOSFET switch M1 at the same time. This connects the bufferamp’s output buffout 

to WE1, which biases WE1 to Vcm. Working electrode current from WE1 flows to 

ground through buffout. 

Wait1:  

Wait for time t1 = single working electrode (pixel) current acquisition time + output 

from readout circuit block. 

Step2:  

At time = t1, close the n-MOSFET switch M3. This connects the bufferamp’s output 

buffout to WE2, which biases WE2 to Vcm. Working electrode current from WE2 flows 

to ground through buffout. 

Wait2:  

Wait for t1. 

Repeat Step2 and wait2 sequentially for every electrode till the end of the array (9 

electrodes). The time elapsed since t = 0 equals Tarrayturnon = 9×t1. Now all the 9 

electrodes on the array have been turned on and ready to be readout sequentially. 
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Note: The odd numbered n-MOSFET switches M1 till M17 are turned on in sequence. 

2.5.6.2 WE (pixel) currents sequential readout  

Step3:   

At t = 9t1, close the n-MOSFET switch M2 that connects WE1 to the Readout Circuit 

Block and open n-MOSFET switch M1 at the same time.  Now the current from WE1 

is diverted from the Buffer Circuit Block into the Readout Circuit Block for sensing. The 

total time taken by the read-out circuit to capture and sense current from WE1 is t1. 

Step4:   

At t = 9t1+t1, the current from WE1 has already been sensed. So close M1 and open 

M2 simultaneously to divert the current from WE1 into the Buffer Circuit Block. Then  

close the n-MOSFET switch M4 that connects WE2 to the Readout Circuit Block and 

open n-MOSFET switch M3 at the same time. Now the current from WE2 is diverted 

from the Buffer Circuit Block into the Readout Circuit Block for sensing. The total time 

taken by the read-out circuit to capture and sense current from WE2 is t1. 

 

Repeat Step4 for each electrode till the end of the array (9 electrodes). The total 

readout time for the entire array of electrodes = 9×t1. Total time taken for processing 

a complete frame (9 electrodes) = turn on time + read-out time = 9×t1 + 9×t1 = 18t1. 

At the end of 18t1, WE1-WE9 are reverted to the initial condition for a new frame. The 

above steps are repeated for every frame. Since all the WE’s on the array are switched 

on sequentially with a delay of t1 between each one of them, currents from all the WE’s 

are sensed at the same time relative to their own ‘’switch on’’ time. 
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2.6 Circuit Blocks: circuit level description and performance 

2.6.1 Drive Circuit Block 

2.6.1.1 driveamp: circuit description 

driveamp is a rail-rail folded-cascode operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) 

with a single ended output. The design and implementation of auto-zero amplifiers 

atzamp1 and atzamp2 that constitutes the Readout Circuit Block requires a high gain 

amplifier as a part of its architecture. Hence driveamp has been designed with an 

approximate gain of 100 dB and the base architecture of the same has been used to 

design auto-zero amplifiers atzamp1 and atzamp2. The circuit schematic of driveamp is 

shown in Fig.2.7. The reference document for this amplifier architecture is an internal 

report from University of Edinburgh Project Metoxia. 

2.6.1.1.1 Bias stage  

MOSFETS M29, M34, M45, M49 and a polysilicon resistor Rbiasdrive provides the total 

bias current for the circuit. A potential difference across Rbiasdrive is developed by the 

diode connected MOSFETS M29, M34, M45 and M49. This produces a current through 

Rbiasdrive which in turn provides the bias potential for the following MOSFETS: M30, 

M31, M32, M33, M35, M36, M37, M38, M46, M47, M48 and M50. This technique to 

generate bias current for different stages of the complete circuit is prone to process 

mismatch and variations. Hence care has been taken to keep the magnitude of bias 

current flowing through Rbiasdrive high (orders of µA) so that any nA variations of this 

current has least impact on bias potentials generated for subsequent stages of the 

circuit. 
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2.6.1.1.2  Input differential stage 

MOSFETS M39, M40, M43 and M44 constitutes the input differential stage of the 

amplifier wherein the use of p-MOSFETS and n-MOSFETS provide rail-to-rail input 

capability. biaspstat and Vdriveampneg are the positive and negative inputs of the 

amplifier respectively. M35 and M46 are the long-tailed pair MOSFETS for the p-

MOSFET and n-MOSFET input pair respectively. 

2.6.1.1.3  Folded cascode output stage 

The differential stage folds back on either side into a trans-impedance stage mainly 

consisting of p-CASCODES: M36, M38 and n-CASCODES: M47, M48. The output 

impedance of this stage is quite high (hundreds of MΩ) and most of the amplifier’s 

gain is obtained from this stage. The bias currents for the n-MOSFET input pair and 

the trans-impedance stage are provided by p-MOSFETS M31, M33. The total current 

through M31 equals the sum of currents through M43 and M36. On a similar note, the 

total current through M33 equals the sum of currents through M44 and M38. On the 

other hand, M30 provides the bias current for the p-MOSFET input pair M39 and M40. 

M54, M55 and M56 are the decoupling MOSFET capacitors used for all the bias 

voltages generated in the circuit. 

2.6.1.1.4 Common mode feedback 

MOSFETS M37, M41, M42, M51, M52, M53 and M57 constitutes the common mode 

feedback loop of the amplifier. driveampout is the amplifier’s output consisting of 

common mode and small signal voltage components. Vdrivecm is the common mode 

dc input voltage of the amplifier. This voltage sets the dc voltage component of 

driveampout to Vdrivecm. driveampcmout is biased to a dc voltage that equals Vdrivecm. 
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Fig.2.7 Circuit schematic of driveamp 

driveampcmout 
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M57 is a MOSFET capacitor to bypass any ac signal present on driveampcmout.  Hence 

driveampout and driveampcmout are biased to identical dc potential Vdrivecm. M41, M42, 

M51, M52, M53 are biased in saturation. M37 is the long-tailed pair MOSFET for the 

common mode input pair of MOSFETS M41 and M42.  

2.6.1.1.4.1 Common mode feedback loop operation:  

The analysis is done by taking the dc component of driveampout into consideration. In 

typical operating conditions, driveampout stays at Vdrivecm, which is midway between 

VDD and gnd. Condition: driveampout and driveampcmout both increases above 

Vdrivecm. An increase in driveampcmout leads to a decrease in current through M41. 

This leads to an increase in current through M42 as the total bias current through M37 

is a constant. Since the source and gate voltages of M42 are biased at a constant 

voltage, an increase in current through M42 decreases the drain voltage of M42. This 

further pushes M42 into saturation. M51, M52, M53 forms a current mirror configuration. 

A reduction in gate voltages of M51 and M53 reduces the current through these 

MOSFETS. This implies a reduction in current through M47 and M48, which leads to a 

decrease in the drain voltages of these MOSFETS. Therefore, driveampcmout and 

driveampout are brought back to Vdrivecm. The amplifier’s signal output is enclosed 

within the common mode feedback loop in most of the topologies. This reduces the 

gain of the common mode feedback loop. However, in this circuit topology, driveampout 

is kept out of the feedback loop and instead driveampcmout (dc) is compared with 

Vdrivecm. Therefore, the gain of the common mode feedback loop is undisturbed.  
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2.6.1.2 Electrical characterization: simulation and experimental results 

2.6.1.2.1 AC performance 

The AC characteristics of driveamp were evaluated by doing extracted post layout 

monte-carlo simulations (10 runs) across process corners. The results of the same 

has been tabulated in Table 2.6. The AC specifications were evaluated with a load 

capacitance of 100 fF. The post-processed micro-scale Pt WE’s on the array along 

with RE, CE and electrolyte solution introduces double layer capacitance of the order 

of nF [8]-[11], [36]-[37]. This capacitance appears between CE and Vinn1 in Fig.2.4. 

However, referring to Fig.2.4 & Fig.2.5, the double layer capacitance is in series with 

the integration capacitor cint1 of 100 fF used in the chip. Hence, driveampout effectively 

sees a 100 fF capacitance with respect to gnd. This is the reason for using 100fF load 

to evaluate the AC specifications of driveamp. The open loop gain of driveamp was 

evaluated by both simulations and experiments.   

2.6.1.2.2 Transient performance 

driveamp was connected in unity feedback configuration. The positive input of driveamp 

was supplied with a sinusoidal signal: 2.35 V amplitude and 2 kHz bandwidth. 

driveampout followed the input signal with a common mode voltage of Vcm (2.5 V). The 

positive and negative peak voltages of driveampout were 4.85 V and 150 mV 

respectively. These results were identical for both simulations and experiment.  

The amplitude of the sinusoidal signal specified here is the maximum observed 

output voltage swing from a common mode base level. Simulation and experimental 

results were obtained with a 50 kHz bandwidth input sinusoidal signal to 

demonstrate the rail-to-rail capability. 
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Specifications Process corners 

10 run monte-carlo post-
layout extracted simulation 
results  

Experimental
(measured) 
results 

AC performance    
Open-loop gain (dB) Typical, 27˚C Min:100.3 and Max:100.3  
 Worst power, -40˚C Min:92.5 and Max:93.3  98 (approx.) 
 Worst speed, 85 ˚C  Min:105.1 and Max:106  
    
Phase margin (˚)  Typical, 27˚C Min:45.6 and Max:45.6  

 Worst power, -40˚C Min:41.8 and Max:42.5  
 Worst speed, 85 ˚C Min:49.9 and Max:51.4  
    
Unity gain frequency 
(MHz) 

Typical, 27˚C Min:81 and Max:81  

 Worst power, -40˚C Min:193.1 and Max:200.4  
 Worst speed, 85 ˚C Min:21.2 and Max:21.3  
    
Gain-Bandwidth product 
(MHz) 

Typical, 27˚C Min:224.1 and Max:224.1  

 Worst power, -40˚C Min:566.7 and Max:577.7  
 Worst speed, 85 ˚C Min:52.1 and Max:56.1  
    
Bandwidth (kHz) Typical, 27˚C Min:2.1 and Max:2.1  
 Worst power, -40˚C Min:12.3 and Max:13.7  
 Worst speed, 85 ˚C Min:0.2 and Max:0.3  

    
PSRR (dB) at 50kHz Typical, 27˚C Min:78 and Max:78  
 Worst power, -40˚C Min:67 and Max:109  
 Worst speed, 85 ˚C Min:59 and Max:93  
CMRR (dB) at 50kHz  Worst case: 100 dB  
DC performance    

Output common mode 
voltage range (V) at 
Vdrivecm = 2.5V 

Across process 
corners 

Min:2.494 and Max:2.513 2.505 

    
Input offset voltage (mV) 
at biaspstat = 2.5V 

Across process 
corners 

Min: -12 and Max:10 -10 

Table 2.6 AC and DC electrical characteristics of driveamp 

2.6.1.2.3 Drive capability 

As discussed earlier in 2.5.3, driveamp either sources or sinks the electrochemical 

current produced at any of the WE’s (WE1-WE9) on the array. At any point in time, the 

driveamp must atleast have the capability to source/sink the total current from all the 9 

WE’s on the array, which is around 90 nA (Table 2.3). The maximum current 
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sourcing/sinking capability of driveamp was evaluated using one 800 kΩ resistor 

between driveampout and Vdriveampneg and another 800 kΩ resistor between 

driveampout and gnd. In this case, driveamp sources a constant current of 3 µA from its 

output. Transient simulations and experiments were done for a duration of 1 ms and 

driveampout was observed during this period. Both simulation and experimental results 

showed that driveampout stayed within 50 mV from its common mode voltage level 

Vdrivecm. This clearly showed that driveamp was able to source approximately 30 times 

the maximum electrochemical current output from the array without significant loading.  

2.6.1.2.4 DC performance 

The output common mode voltage range was evaluated by doing 10 run monte-carlo 

simulations across process corners.  Vdrivecm was swept from 1 to 4 V and driveampout 

was observed at Vdrivecm=2.5 V. From Table 2.6, driveampout varies within 15 mV from 

a typical value of 2.5 V across process corners. Input offset voltage of driveamp was 

evaluated with the help of both simulations and experiment. For a biaspstat set at 2.5 

V, the maximum input offset voltage obtained from monte-carlo simulations is -12 mV. 

However, an input offset voltage of -10 mV was obtained from experiment. The sign 

conventions used for input offset voltage are: (driveampout - biaspstat) > 0 is positive 

and (driveampout - biaspstat) < 0 is negative. The total bias current consumed by 

driveamp as evaluated from extracted post layout simulations is around 76 µA. 

2.6.2 Buffer Circuit Block 

2.6.2.1 bufferamp: circuit description 

bufferamp is a two-stage operational amplifier shown in Fig.2.8. MOSFETS M58, M59, 

M60, M61 and a polysilicon resistor Rbiasbuffer constitutes the bias block of the circuit 

which provides the total bias current for the circuit. The configuration of the bias block 
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is identical to that used for driveamp. The input differential stage consists of MOSFETS 

M62, M63, M64, M65 and M66. N-MOSFETS M64 and M65 form a differential pair. M64, 

M65 and M66 together constitutes a long-tailed pair configuration. M62 and M63 make 

a P-mirror configuration. The output of the input differential stage drives a low 

impedance Class B push-pull output stage. 

M68, M69, M67 and M70 constitutes the output stage. M68 and M69 are the MOSFETS 

in class B push-pull configuration with active loads M67 and M70. bufferamp is 

connected in unity feedback configuration (Fig.2.8) with its positive input connected to 

Vcm. Therefore, the bufferamp’s output buffout is always biased to Vcm. Hence, at any 

point in time, all the nine electrodes of the array (Fig.2.4) are biased to Vcm either by 

bufferamp or Readout Circuit Block.  

2.6.2.2 Electrical characterization: simulation and experimental results 

2.6.2.2.1 Test bench 

The bi-directional load current capability of bufferamp was tested by both simulations 

and experiments. The test bench used for the same comprises of the following: 

(i) An Agilent 2-channel precision source monitoring unit (SMU) B2912A: 

Referring to Fig.2.8, Channel 1 was connected to VDD which provides a supply 

voltage of 5 V to bufferamp. Channel 2 was configured as a pulsed current 

source/sink and connected to buffout. 

(ii) A National Instruments (NI) data acquisition module (DAQ) PCI 6251: A 

constant DC voltage of 2.5 V was generated using one analog output channel 

of PCI 6251 DAQ module. This channel was connected to Vcm in Fig.2.8. 
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Fig.2.8 Circuit schematic of bufferamp  

Note: The ground pins of bufferamp (gnd in Fig.2.8), NI’s PCI 6251 and B2912A were 

connected to a common ground potential of 0 V. 

2.6.2.2.2 Test methodology and Results 

With VDD and Vcm set to 5 V and 2.5 V respectively, buffout is biased at 2.5 V under 

no load conditions. The conventions used for the pulse load current direction are: 

positive when bufferamp sinks the current and negative when bufferamp sources the 
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current. A full-scale current of 1 µA was used to test the maximum load handling 

capability of bufferamp.  

Pulse currents with magnitude ranging from 10 nA to 1 µA were supplied at buffout 

sequentially one after another. The pulse width was set to 50 µs. bufferamp’s output 

voltage buffout was observed for every input pulse current. Fig.2.9 and Fig.2.10 are the 

plots of buffout against pulse load current (Ibuffout) for positive and negative load 

currents respectively. Experimental and simulation results were obtained for the same.   

 

Fig.2.9 bufferamp output voltage against positive load 
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Fig.2.10 bufferamp output voltage against negative load 

From the experimental plot in Fig.2.9, buffout starts to increase from the nominal value 

of 2.5 V for a positive load greater than 80 nA. However, buffout is at a constant voltage 

for a negative load current as high as 1 µA. The striking difference in performance for 

positive and negative load currents can be attributed to the limitations of bufferamp’s 

output stage. The current consumed by the bufferamp is around 12 µA. 

The current sinking capability could potentially be increased by modulating (reducing) 

the output stage impedance of the circuit block. This could potentially be achieved by 

dynamically driving the output stage of this circuit. 
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2.6.3 Current Reference Blocks 1 and 2 

2.6.3.1 Current reference: system perspective 

 

Fig.2.11 Circuit schematic of Isource1 and Isource2 
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Fig.2.12 Circuit schematic of Isink1 and Isink2 

Referring to Fig.2.4, the Current Reference Blocks 1 and 2 consist of four temperature 

compensated constant current references. These are labelled as Isource1, Isource2, 
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Isink1 and Isink2. Electrochemical reaction on Pt micro-scale working electrodes on 

the array produce bi-directional current, whose direction depends on the polarity of the 

potential difference between the working and reference electrodes. With the chosen 

system architecture and its electrical functionality as detailed in 2.5.5, sensing an 

unknown WE (pixel) current of certain magnitude and direction requires a reference 

current of opposite direction. Hence, this requires the design and implementation of 

bi-directional current references.  

The test chip contains two pairs of current references namely (Isource1, Isink1) and 

(Isource2, Isink2). Each pair operates in conjunction with either atzamp1 or atzamp2 in 

alternate periodic cycles to sense single WE (pixel) current as detailed in 2.5.5. 

The circuit schematic is identical for all the four current references implemented in this 

chip as shown in Fig.2.11 and Fig.2.12. However, the current references of opposite 

direction (source / sink) are powered by different supply rails. 

As shown in Fig.2.11, the positive and negative supply for identical valued current 

references Isource1 and Isource2 are VDD and Vcm respectively. Hence Isource1 and 

Isource2 operate from a 2.5 V supply rail. Icurrrefin is the constant output reference 

current of Isource1 and Isource2. In alternate periodic cycles, this current emanating 

from Isource1 and Isource2 is sourced into Vinn1 and Vinn2 respectively using n-

MOSFET switches M19 and M21 with pulse control signal Vrefsourcesel (Fig.2.4). This 

current is sunk to gnd through either cint1 and amp1out or cint2 and amp2out in alternate 

periodic cycles. Vinn1 and Vinn2 (virtual nodes of atzamp1 and atzamp2) are inherently 

maintained at Vcm during any active periodic cycle. During any active periodic cycle of 

atzamp1 and atzamp2, Icurrrefin is either sourced into Vinn1 and Vinn2 respectively or 

re-directed to Vcm. This is to ensure that the output stages of the current references 
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(consisting of p-MOSFET M75) Isource1 and Isource2 are never subjected to dynamic 

loading conditions. 

Isink1 and Isink2 are identical valued current references with Vcm and gnd as their 

positive and negative supplies respectively. The schematic of the same is shown in 

Fig.2.12. The supply rail for Isink1 and Isink2 is Vcm, which equals 2.5 V. Icurrrefout is 

the constant output reference current of Isink1 and Isink2. However, unlike Icurrrefin, 

Icurrrefout is pulled out of Vinn1 and Vinn2 through n-MOSFET switches M20 and M22 

respectively with pulse control signal Vrefsinksel shown in Fig.2.4. Icurrrefout is sourced 

by atzamp1 and atzamp2 in alternate periodic cycles and sunk to gnd through the output 

stages of Isink1 and Isink2 respectively. During any active periodic cycle of atzamp1 and 

atzamp2, the output stages of Isink1 and Isink2 (consisting of p-MOSFET M86) are 

either biased by Vinn1 and Vinn2 respectively or Vcm. Therefore, the output stages of 

Isink1 and Isink2 are never subjected to dynamic loading conditions. 

2.6.3.2 Circuit description 

Referring to Fig.2.11, the current reference has been designed with a total of eleven 

MOSFETS. M71, M79 and M81 are biased in linear region. M79 and M81 make 

important contribution to the temperature compensation of output current. The gate of 

M71 is tied to the gates of current source p-MOSFETS M72, M73 and M74 biased in 

saturation. p-MOSFET M75 biased in saturation constitutes the output stage of the 

current reference which produces reference current in the orders of few nA. M76 and 

M80 are biased in saturation. M77 and M78 are biased in subthreshold saturation [89]-

[95]. 
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2.6.3.2.1 Temperature compensation 

The principle used in this design to obtain temperature compensated constant 

reference current is as follows:  

Vgs (M81) = Vth (M80) + ∆V (M80) + Vds (M79)                                                                                               (2.2)  

Here Vgs, Vth, ∆V, Vds denote gate to source voltage, threshold voltage, overdrive 

voltage and drain to source voltage respectively of the MOSFETS specified within the 

brackets. 

As the overdrive voltage ∆V (M80) is proportional to the square-root of current through 

M80, this current is temperature compensated (∆V (M80) / ∆T ≈ 0) if the following 

condition holds true: 

∆Vgs / ∆T (M81) = ∆Vds / ∆T (M79) + ∆Vth / ∆T (M80)                                                  (2.3)  

Here ∆Vgs/ ∆T, ∆Vds/ ∆T and ∆Vth/ ∆T denote changes in gate to source voltage, drain 

to source voltage and threshold voltage respectively with temperature.  

Both gate to source voltage and threshold voltage decreases linearly with increase in 

temperature. However, threshold voltage decreases more rapidly than gate to source 

voltage with temperature. To compensate for this difference, n-MOSFET M79 biased 

in linear region was introduced into the design. The drain to source voltage of a 

MOSFET biased in linear region increases with increase in temperature. Hence from 

equations (2.2) and (2.3), a temperature compensated overdrive voltage (M80) was 

obtained. This led to a temperature compensated current through M80 and M72. The 

tied gates of M72 and M75 produced a temperature compensated output reference 

current Icurrrefin. The circuit description and the principle of temperature 

compensation used for Isink1 and Isink2 are identical to that described above for 

Isource1 and Isource2. 
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2.6.3.3 Electrical characterization: simulation and experimental results 

2.6.3.3.1  DC performance parameters 

Temperature coefficient:  

The temperature performance of the current references was evaluated by doing 

extracted layout simulations. Temperature was swept between -40˚C and +85˚C and 

 

Fig.2.13 Icurrrefout against temperature  

output reference currents Icurrrefin and Icurrrefout were plotted independently against 

temperature. Fig.2.13 shows the typical process corner reference current plot against 

temperature for Isink1 and Isink2. The Vcm and gnd rails for the current reference shown 

in Fig.2.12 corresponds to 2.5 V and 0 V respectively. The temperature coefficient of 

Icurrrefout evaluated across 125˚C equals 270 ppm/˚C. Icurrrefout approximately 

equals 11.40 nA at room temperature (25˚C). 
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5 V (VDD) and 2.5 V (Vcm) were used as positive and negative supply rails for Isource1 

and Isource2. From Fig.2.11 and Fig.2.12, Vcm has been used both as a positive and 

negative supply rail for Isink1 and Isource1 respectively. Fig.2.14 shows the typical 

process corner reference current plot against temperature for Isource1 and Isource2. 

The temperature coefficient of Icurrrefin evaluated across 125˚C equals 315 ppm/˚C. 

For a temperature range -40˚C to +40˚C, the evaluated temperature coefficient is 130 

ppm/˚C. Icurrrefin approximately equals 8.75 nA at room temperature (25˚C).  

 

Fig.2.14 Icurrrefin against temperature  

The difference between the supply rails for both Isource1 (VDD-Vcm) and Isink1 (Vcm-

gnd) is 2.5 V. It is evident from the simulation plots that despite having an identical 

schematic and sizing of MOSFETS, the absolute magnitudes of Icurrrefin and 

Icurrrefout differ from each other. This is due to the more pronounced body effect seen 

in the n-MOSFETS of Fig.2.11 in comparison to the n-MOSFETS of Fig.2.12. Hence 
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the increase in threshold voltage in the n-MOSFETS of Fig.2.11 is the reason behind 

Icurrrefin being lower in magnitude than Icurrrefout. 

Load regulation:  

Load regulation is evaluated by subjecting the output stage of current reference to 

voltage loads. The difference between the output reference currents obtained with 

zero and maximum voltage load gives the load regulation. It is expressed either in pA 

or nA. For the current references in this chip, this parameter was evaluated only by 

simulations. 

Fig.2.15 Icurrrefout against load voltage 

Simulation settings: 

A voltage source Vload was attached in series to each of the drains of  p-MOSFETS  

M75 and M86. For Isink1 and Isource1, Vload was swept between 0 to Vcm and 0 to 

VDD respectively.  
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Fig.2.15 shows the extracted layout simulation of Icurrrefout against Vload for typical 

process corner. Here a Vload of 0 to 2 V was considered for the evaluation of load 

regulation. M86 starts moving out of saturation beyond 2 V. This is the reason behind 

the reduced range of Vload. Load regulation obatined from Fig.2.12 is 140 pA. 

An identical simulation was also performed for Icurrrefin. The load regulation obtained 

for the same with a Vload of 0 to 4 V is 130 pA. 

Line regulation: Line regulation measures the constancy of the output reference 

current with steady state variations in supply voltage. The positive supply rail of current 

reference is varied in either direction by a certain amount. The difference between the 

minimum and maximum output reference currents obtained for this extended supply 

rail gives a measure of the line regulation. It is expressed either in pA or nA. For the 

current references in this chip, this parameter was evaluated by both simulations and 

experiment.  

Simulation settings:  

The positive power supply rail of Isink1 was swept between  

(Vcm - 0.05 Vcm) and (Vcm + 0.05 Vcm). On the other hand, positive power supply rail 

of Isource1 was swept between (VDD - 0.05 VDD) and (VDD + 0.05 VDD). 

Fig.2.16 shows the extracted layout simulation of Icurrrefout against Vcm for typical 

process corner. The line regulation obtained for Isink1 and Isink2 for a Vcm ranging 

from 2.375 V to 2.625 V is 230 pA. On a similar note, the line regulation obtained for 

Isource1 and Isource2 for a VDD ranging from 4.75 V to 5.25 V is 330 pA. 

Experimental evaluation:  

Icurrrefout from Isink2 was integrated on integration capacitor cint2 for a fixed period of 

integration with a Vcm of 2.375 V. From the integrated voltage, Icurrrefout was 

evaluated. Icurrrefout was evaluated separately for a Vcm of 2.625 V. From the 
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evaluated values of Icurrrefout, the line regulation obtained is 200 pA. Table 2.7 lists 

the experimental and simulation results of the DC performance parameters  

Fig.2.16 Icurrrefout against Vcm  

Specifications 
Post-layout extracted 
simulation results: single run 
(typical process corner) 

Experimental 
results 

  Isink1 and Isink2  
Temperature coefficient 
(ppm/˚C) (-40˚C to +85˚C) 

270  

   
Load regulation (pA) 140  
   
Line regulation (pA) 230 200 

   
Bias current (µA) 0.9  

  Isource1 and Isource2  
Temperature coefficient 
(ppm/˚C) (-40˚C to +85˚C) 

315  

   
Load regulation (pA) 130  
   
Line regulation (pA) 330 290 
   
Bias current (µA) 0.8  

Table 2.7 DC performance parameters: simulation and experiment results 
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2.6.3.3.2 Transient performance 

Referring to the integrated system electrical functionality detailed in 2.5.5, the first half 

cycle of any periodic cycle of ppout consists of a linear voltage ramp obtained by 

unknown current integration for a fixed time-period Tint. From the value of the voltage 

integrated during this time-period, the unknown current is evaluated with the equation 

below: 

Integrated voltage = (Iunknown× Tint) / cint2                                                                 (2.4) 

Equation (2.4) gives the integrated voltage evaluation with a periodic cycle output 

provided by atzamp2. With the known values of Integrated voltage (transient 

simulations/experiments), cint2 (100 fF) and Tint ( fixed period of integration), the value 

of Iunknown is evaluated.  

In this context, the unknown currents to be evaluated are the output currents of current 

references Isource1, Isource2, Isink1 and Isink2. These are labelled as Icurrrefin1, 

Icurrrefin2, Icurrrefout1 and Icurrrefout2 respectively. 

An identical period of integration Tint was used for both simulation and experimental 

results covered here. Absolute values of reference currents from all the four current 

references are evaluated with different periods of integration to validate the constancy 

of  the currents obtained. One of the values of Tint used here is 7 µs. 

Input pulse control signals: Vamppusle, Voffpulse, Vresetpulse, Vrefsourcesel and 

Vrefsinksel are the input pulse control signals configured to obtain ppout that comprises 

of only integration half cycles of the reference currents to be evaluated. 
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Experimental setup: 

(i) Precision SMU B2912A: one channel is used to provide power supply to the 

chip. The other channel is used to provide Vcm. 

(ii) A National Instruments (NI) data acquisition module (DAQ) PCI 6251: A 

constant DC voltage of 2.5 V was generated using one analog output channel 

of PCI 6251 DAQ module. This channel was connected to Vcm in Fig.2.4. 

Transient extracted layout simulations and measurements:  

The values of currents evaluated independently from the transient measurements for 

reference currents Icurrrefin1, Icurrrefin2, Icurrrefout1 and Icurrrefout2 are tabulated in 

Table 2.8. It consists of magnitude of reference currents evaluated on 4 different dies 

(identical design). The extracted layout transient simulation results for the above-

mentioned reference currents are tabulated in Table 2.9. 

Reference currents Die 1 Die 2 Die 3 Die 4 

Icurrrefin1 (nA) 5.7 6.25 6.7 5.8 
     

Icurrrefin2 (nA) 6.0 6.6 6.8 6.2 
     
Icurrrefout1 (nA) 6.0 6.8 6.8 6.4 
     
Icurrrefout2 (nA) 6.4 7.0 7.2 6.7 

Table 2.8 Transient measurement results for 5 different dies  

Reference currents 
Post-layout extracted transient 
simulation results: single run 
(typical process corner) 

Icurrrefin1 (nA) 7.47  
  
Icurrrefin2 (nA) 7.77  
  
Icurrrefout1 (nA) 11.0 

  
Icurrrefout2 (nA) 11.4  

Table 2.9 Transient simulation results   

From the simulated results of reference currents shown in Table 2.8, it can be seen 

that the output currents of Isource1 (Icurrrefin1) and Isource2 (Icurrrefin2) are 
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mismatched by 300 pA. Even though Isource1 and Isource2 have identical schematic 

and supply rails, there is a mismatch in their output currents.  

On the other hand, the output currents of Isink1 (Icurrrefout1) and Isink2 (Icurrrefout2) 

are mismatched by 400 pA.  

From Table 2.8, the absolute values of Icurrrefin1, Icurrrefin2, Icurrrefout1 and 

Icurrrefout2 obtained for any of the dies (1 to 4) is smaller in magnitude in 

comparison to the simulated values. However, the absolute values of currents for 

different dies have a closer match to the same obtained from worst speed process 

corner simulations. 

In Dies 1, 2, 3 and 4, the mismatch between Icurrrefin1 and Icurrrefin2 is within 400 

pA. On a similar note, the mismatch between Icurrrefout1 and Icurrrefout2 for the 

same set of Dies is within 400 pA. These mismatch results obtained from 

experiments matches closely with those results obtained from simulations. 

2.6.3.3.3 Output current noise  

The output current noise is an important parameter for a current reference. This is 

obtained by doing noise simulation on the output of the current reference that 

sources/sinks reference current. The noise simulation yields output current noise 

density plotted against frequency. 

As the output current of a current reference is sourced into/out of Readout Circuit Block 

for sensing applications, it is critical to evaluate the magnitude of noise current at the 

current reference output. 
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Fig.2.17 Output current noise against frequency 

Fig.2.17 shows the output current noise plot for current references Isink1 and Isink2. 

The maximum current noise density is 1.95 pA/sqrt (Hz) at 1 Hz. The current noise 

density decreases with frequency. The integrated current noise over a frequency of 

200 Hz is around 14 pA rms. However, the absolute magnitudes of Icurrrefout1 and 

Icurrrefout2 (2.5.3.3.2) are much bigger than the current noise. On a similar note, the 

integrated output current noise for current references Isource1 and Isource2 is 12 pA 

rms. 

2.6.4 Auto-zeroed pingpong amplifier 

2.6.4.1 Introduction 
 

The currents to be sensed from individual electrodes of the 3 by 3 array range between 

hundreds of pA to tens of nA for different sizes of electrodes. To sense currents with 

precision requires the use of precision amplifiers with low noise. As the lower level of 
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absolute electrode current to be sensed is in the orders of hundreds of pA, the use of 

precision amplifier as an integral part of the current sensing circuitry becomes 

essential. 

Individual electrode (pixel) currents sensed by a readout circuit on any array is prone 

to pixel-pixel mismatch due to the imperfections of current sensing amplifier. Some of 

the imperfections for any current sensing amplifier are offset, low frequency noise etc. 

Hence the mismatch between current measurements across pixels on an array due to 

readout electronics needs to be minimized. The reduction of current measurement 

mismatches due to readout electronics eventually leads to a more accurate 

measurement of the absolute current from individual microscale electrodes on the 

array. Input offset voltage and low frequency noise are important specifications of a 

current sensing amplifier that needs to be kept as low as possible. 

The requirement of a low input offset voltage Voffset stems from the fact that any 

periodic cycle of output ppout starts from the voltage at the virtual node (Vinn1 or Vinn2 

in Fig.2.4) of the amplifier followed by integration and de-integration half cycles. 

Voltage at the virtual node equals (Vcm + Voffset) at the start of a periodic output cycle. 

Hence Voffset should be as close to zero so that the integration half cycle of ppout 

starts from Vcm to eventually reduce the absolute current measurement errors. As the 

offset voltage drifts over time and temperature, it is also important to minimize the drift 

of offset voltage along with its reduction [96]. 

Sensing small changes of current on top of a base level current depends on the 

resolution of the readout circuit. The low frequency noise of the amplifier is the 

parameter that limits the resolution of the readout circuit. Hence the amplifier’s noise 

should be kept to a minimum [96]. 
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2.6.4.2 Dynamic offset compensation 

Dynamic offset compensation techniques are classified into two types: chopping and 

auto-zeroing. The amplifiers that make use of chopping and autozeroing techniques 

are referred to as chopper and auto-zero amplifiers respectively. Both these amplifiers 

reduce the input offset voltage on a continuous basis. This means the offset voltage 

drift over time and temperature is also minimized. The principle of auto-zeroing 

involves modulation of offset over time. On the other hand, chopping modulates offset 

over frequency [96]. 

Auto-zero amplifier and its working principle: 

The adopted dynamic offset compensation technique used in this chip is auto-zeroing 

with auto-zero amplifiers used for current sensing. 

Auto-zero amplifiers operate in two distinct time phases. During the first phase (auto-

zero mode), the offset of the amplifier is stored on a capacitor. During the second 

phase (signal mode), the input signal is amplified, and the offset is subtracted from the 

signal. Hence the amplifier’s output is available only in second half cycle of every 

complete periodic cycle. However, most of the current sensing applications require a 

continuous time output from the amplifiers [96]. 

2.6.4.3 ping-pong amplifier 

Hence to have a continuous time operation, 2 identical auto-zero amplifiers are used 

to provide offset corrected output in alternate periodic cycles. When one of the 

amplifiers is in auto-zero mode, the other amplifier provides signal output and  

vice-versa. Thus, a continuous time offset corrected signal output is obtained. This 

configuration is termed as a ping-pong amplifier [96].  

A ping-pong amplifier has been designed and implemented in this CMOS test chip. It 

consists of 2 identical auto-zero amplifiers labelled atzamp1 and atzamp2 in Fig.2.4. 
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The ping-pong amplifier is an integral part of the Readout Circuit Block of the CMOS 

test chip.  

There are open loop and closed loop auto-zeroing techniques available for offset 

compensation. Some of the common techniques are: input offset storage, output offset 

storage and offset compensation with auxiliary input transconductance stage (ref.). 

The technique adopted for the auto-zero amplifiers atzamp1 and atzamp2 designed and 

implemented in this chip is a closed loop architecture with auxiliary input 

transconductance stage [96]. 

2.6.4.3.1 Autozeroing with auxiliary input transconductance stage 

The schematic of the auto-zero amplifier atzamp1 is shown in Fig.2.18. For 

understanding, it is divided in to two blocks. The circuit block outside the dotted 

boundary region labelled ‘atzamp1 base configuration’ is the base amplifier which is 

subjected to auto-zeroing for offset correction. The base amplifier configuration is 

identical to the driveamp schematic shown in Fig.2.7. As described earlier, this is an 

operational transconductance amplifier with single ended and rail-rail input output 

capability. It comprises of MOSFETS M121 to M145 shown in Fig.2.18. amp1virtout is 

the virtual node of the base amplifier with only common mode output. The signal output 

of this amplifier is labelled amp1out. The experimentally evaluated offset for this base 

amplifier is around 10 mV. Hence this offset of the base amplifier is corrected with the 

implementation of an auxiliary input transconductance stage with auto-zero 

capacitors. This is the circuit block shown inside the dotted boundary labelled as 

‘Auxiliary input stage with auto-zero capacitors’.  

The circuit block ‘Auxiliary input stage with auto-zero capacitors’ can be further broken 

down into 3 functional sub-blocks. A transconductance stage that comprises of  
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Fig.2.18 schematic of auto-zero amplifier atzamp1 

 

 

Auxiliary input stage with auto-zero capacitors 

 

atzamp1 base configuration  
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MOSFETS M146 to M157. This stage is identical to the bias and the input differential 

stages of driveamp that has been covered earlier. Catz1 and Catz2 are the auto-zero 

capacitors used to store the offset. 

M158 to M161 are the transmission gate switches associated with Catz1 that connects 

amplifier’s output amp1out to Catz1 during the auto-zero phase of the amplifier. On a 

similar note, M162 to M165 are the transmission gate switches associated with Catz2 

that connects amplifier’s virtual output amp1virtout to Catz2 during the auto-zero phase 

of the amplifier. 

When the transmission gate switches are turned off during the signal phase, the 

internal nodes of the transmission gate switches that are neither connected to 

amplifier’s outputs nor to auto-zero capacitors are connected to Vcm. This is 

implemented using switches M166 and M167. The purpose of the same is to avoid 

internal floating nodes on the circuit. 

Circuit operation: 

The two-time phases are defined by periodic input control signals Vamppulse and 

Voffpulse complementary to each other. During the auto-zero phase (1st half cycle of a 

periodic amplifier output cycle) of the amplifier, Vamppulse and Voffpulse are held at 

high and low respectively. The positive and negative inputs of the base amplifier are 

tied to Vcm. The input offset voltage of the amplifier causes a change in the dc voltages 

at amp1out and amp1virtout on top of a common mode voltage Vcm. The magnitude of 

dc voltage change at the amplifier output nodes is a product of 3 factors namely: 

transconductance of input differential stage transistors of base amplifier, input offset 

voltage of base amplifier and output impedance of the base amplifier. The polarity of 

the change in output dc voltage depends on the polarity of the input offset voltage. 
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During the same auto-zero phase, the dc voltages at amp1out and amp1virtout are 

stored in auto-zero capacitors Catz1 and Catz2 respectively. The voltages stored on 

the capacitors drives an auxiliary input transconductance stage to source/sink offset 

correction current in/out of the internal nodes of the base amplifier labelled atzintnode1, 

atzintnode2, atzintnode3 and atzintnode4 in Fig.2.18. The offset correction current 

compensates for the input referred offset voltage [96]. 

During the signal phase (2nd half cycle), Vamppulse and Voffpulse are held at low and 

high respectively. The transmission gate switches that were closed in the previous half 

cycle is now open. The stored voltages on the auto-zero capacitors at the end of the 

previous half cycle continues to produce offset compensation current by driving the 

auxiliary input transconductance stage during this half cycle. Hence an offset 

compensated output voltage amp1out is obtained during this half cycle. 

The extent to which offset can be reduced in such a system is dependent on two 

factors. The first one being the offset reduction due to voltage gain of the amplifiers 

used in the system. A lower offset is obtained by having high gain base amplifier and 

a higher gain auxiliary input stage. It is also better to use an auxiliary input stage with 

relatively lower input offset in comparison to the input offset voltage of base amplifier 

[96]. 

However, the most dominant factor that puts a limit on the reduction of input offset 

voltage is charge injection. When the transmission gate switches are turned off during 

the signal phase, residual charges get injected onto the auto-zero capacitors Catz1 

and Catz2. This increases the voltage stored on the capacitors which eventually puts 

a limit to offset reduction. Another important aspect is the leakage of the auto-zero 

capacitors during the signal phase. The leakage should be kept as low as possible. 

The transmission gate switches reduce charge injection. In addition to this, dummy 
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MOSFET switches have been added to amp1out to reduce charge injection [96]. From 

literature, the residual offset due to charge injection is directly proportional to ratio of 

transconductance of auxiliary input stage MOSFETS to the transconductance of 

differential input stage MOSFETS [96]. Residual offset voltage is inversely proportional 

to the size of the auto-zero capacitor. A larger auto-zero capacitor reduces input offset 

voltage [96]. However, a large capacitor occupies a larger area on silicon. Poly 

capacitors of 4 pF are used as auto-zero capacitors in this chip. The schematic of 

atzamp2 is identical to that shown in Fig.2.18. 

2.6.4.3.2 Simulation and Experimental results 

Input offset voltage: 

amplifier 
Offset voltage (simulated 
with montecarlo runs) 

Offset voltage  
(experimental results) 

Offset voltage drift 
over 100µsec period 
(simulated) 

atzamp1 110 µV  

 
130 µV 

 
3 µV 

atzamp2 70 µV 100 µV 3 µV 

Table 2.10 input offset voltage of amplifiers atzamp1and atzamp2 

Output voltage noise and input current referred noise of amplifiers atzamp1and atzamp2:  

It is important to estimate the input current referred noise from the application point of 

view. As the signal to be sensed from the microscale electrode is a current, the 

evaluation of the input referred current noise of amplifiers atzamp1 and atzamp2 

becomes essential. 

The input referred current is evaluated by getting the amplifier output voltage noise 

density simulation plot & PXF plot that gives the trans-impedance transfer curve of the 

sampled system simulated with an ideal current source at its input. The output voltage 

noise divided over trans-impedance across the frequency range gives input referred 

current noise density spectrum [20], [96], [97]. 
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Fig.2.19: Output voltage noise density of amplifier atzamp1 against frequency 

 

Fig.2.20: transimpedance plot of amplifier atzamp1 against frequency 
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Fig.2.21: input referred current noise of amplifier atzamp1 against frequency 

Input referred current noise evaluation from simulation:  

It can be seen from the input referred current noise density spectrum for the amplifier 

atzamp1 is 1.5 pA / sqrt (Hz). The absolute level of current noise is evaluated by 

evaluating the area under the input referred current noise density spectrum for the 

bandwidth of interest. From specification table 2.3, the bandwidth of interest is 200 Hz. 

Hence the evaluated value of absolute input referred current noise is by integrating 

the current density over 200 Hz is 13.5 pA. 

A deviation from the target specification can probably be attributed to the foldback 

noise component of the autozero-amplifier and the noise component of equivalent 

electrode impedance present at the input of the readout circuit (seen at the WE). This 

noise could be reduced by designing an auxiliary stage with lower transconductance. 
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The peaks seen in the current noise plot corresponds to harmonics. The current 

consumed by each of the auto-zero amplifiers is around 90 µA. 

Test bench for the experimental evaluation of output voltage noise of atzamp1: 

 

Fig.2.22: test bench for the evaluation of output voltage noise of atzamp1 

Open-loop comparator comp:  

The open loop comparator used in this chip has the same schematic as the driveamp.  

2.7 Conclusions 

A system architecture for addressing 3 by 3 array of microscale electrodes with 

detailed system functionality have been covered. The described architecture is a 

passive matrix configuration with the flexibility to control the electrodes independently.  

The constituents of various circuit blocks of the CMOS test chip have been 

characterized individually for their electrical functionality. The simulation and 

experimental results were compared. The amplifier being the critical part of the readout 

circuit block was designed with low offset and noise. The auto-zero amplifiers that 

forms a part of the readout circuit have been simulated for input referred current noise. 

The current noise is much smaller than the electrode current to be sensed. The input 

referred offset of these amplifiers were reduced from their base configuration and the 

reduced values have been verified by simulation and experiments. The ping-pong 
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amplifier configuration is used for the following: to reduce pixel-pixel mismatch due to 

electronic imperfections, improve current sensing resolution of the readout circuit and 

reduce current measurement non-linearity of the readout circuit. 
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3 System level electrical and electrochemical 

characterization of CMOS test chip 

3.1 Introduction 

The top level electrochemical and electrical specifications shown in Table 2.1 & Table 

2.3 respectively forms the basis for the system level electrical characterization of the 

CMOS test chip. From Fig. 2.4, Readout Circuit Block and Current reference Blocks 1&2 

together constitutes the current sensing component of the CMOS test chip. Hence it 

is essential to do an extensive electrical characterization of the Readout Circuit Block. 

The current sensing capability of the Readout Circuit Block is evaluated for currents that 

fall within 100 pA-30 nA. This range is obtained from the “Single WE (pixel) steady state 

current” target specification listed in Table 2.1. The above specified wide current range 

corresponds to microscale electrodes of varied surface area. However, the steady 

state current of a microscale electrode with a chosen shape and size is well defined 

for a certain concentration of redox species [7]-[11].  

Hence the range of currents to be sensed is divided into 3 smaller ranges. These are 

as follows: 100 pA-1 nA, 1 nA-10 nA & 10 nA-30 nA. Adopting this approach, there is 

less constraint on the output voltage swing of the amplifiers atzamp1 and atzamp2 used 

in the Readout Circuit Block. A smaller single current range to be sensed leads to a 

smaller integrated voltage across the integration capacitors cint1 and cint2 shown in 

Fig.2.4. Hence rail-rail output capability of atzamp1 and atzamp2 is not essential. 

An inherent advantage of this design approach is the ease with which the Readout 

Circuit Block is evaluated and optimized for its performance independently in each of 

these current ranges. This is done by having the timing parameters of input pulse  

control signals flexible and independent for each of these current ranges covered in 
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the chapter. Non-linearity of the Readout Circuit Block and resolution of sensed current 

are some of the system level electrical performance parameters evaluated through 

simulations and experiments. Electrochemical characterization of the CMOS test chip 

with Ferrocene methanol redox species is also covered in this chapter. 

3.2 Readout Circuit Block performance with current references 

on CMOS test chip    

The Current reference Blocks 1&2 shown in Fig.2.4 comprises of 4 independent constant 

current references Isource1, Isource2, Isink1 & Isink2. (Isource1, Isink1) and (Isource2, 

Isink2) operate in conjunction with amplifiers atzamp1 & atzamp2 respectively. However, 

for electrochemical sensing, the system architecture requires the use of reference 

current whose direction is opposite to that of the electrode current to be sensed. Hence 

in each of the above-mentioned pairs of current references, either (Isource1, Isource2) 

or (Isink1, Isink2) are used at any point in time.  A periodic cycle of ping-pong amplifier 

output ppout consists of unknown current integration followed by reference current de-

integration over the same integration capacitor in subsequent half cycles. 

As the directions of the pairs of current references (Isource1, Isource2) and (Isink1, 

Isink2) are opposite to each other, these current references of either direction could 

potentially be used in alternate half cycles to evaluate the performance of the  Readout 

Circuit Block. This essentially leads to two scenarios described below: 

(i) Evaluation of output current of Isource1 & Isource2: A periodic cycle of ppout 

comprising of Isource1 or Isource2 integration in the first half cycle subsequently 

followed by de-integration of Isink1 or Isink2 in the second half cycle. 

(ii) Evaluation of output current of Isink1 & Isink2: A periodic cycle of ppout 

comprising of Isink1 or Isink2 integration in the first half cycle subsequently 

followed by de-integration of Isource1 or Isource2 in the second half cycle.                                                                                            
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3.2.1 Experimental evaluation of output current of Isource1& Isource2 

It can be seen from Fig.2.11 that Icurrrefin is the output current of Isource1 & Isource2 

and the unknown current to be evaluated. Icurrrefout shown in Fig.2.12 is the output 

current of Isink1 & Isink2. Icurrrefout is used as the reference current for this 

configuration.  Icurrrefin is evaluated from the transient measurements of ping-pong 

amplifier output ppout and comparator output compout (Fig.2.4). The labels used in this 

chapter are consistent with those used in the “system level architecture of the CMOS 

test chip” shown in Fig.2.4. The PCB schematic used for testing the chip is shown in 

Fig.3.1. The list of components on the PCB along with their values and purpose are 

tabulated in Table 3.1.  

 

Fig.3.1 PCB schematic used for testing the CMOS test chip 
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Components on the PCB Value Purpose 

C3 & C4 22 µF & 100 nF De-coupling capacitors 

Rsh 33 Ω 
protection resistance to the chip 
VDD 

R7 & R8  4.7 kΩ 
R7 & R8 constitutes the voltage 
divider network to obtain Vcm 
from VDD 

Table 3.1 PCB components and their values 

Fig.3.2 shows the input pulse control signals used for the evaluation of Icurrrefin with 

transient measurements. These input pulse control signals were defined earlier in 

Table 2.5 (chapter 2). The input pulse control signals & their timing parameters depends 

on the readout circuit configuration and the range of unknown current to be sensed. 

The timing parameters of the input pulse control signals with their purpose and values 

are tabulated in Table 3.2. The steady state input signals to the chip have also been 

tabulated in Table 3.2.  

Input pulse control signal 
timing parameters 

Value Purpose 

Ttotalperiod 160 µs Timeperiod of Voffpulse & Vamppulse 

Ttotalperiod/2 80 µs 
Timeperiod of Vrefsourcesel, Vrefsinksel & 
Vresetpulse 

Tint 25 µs Integration time of Isource1 & Isource2  
Tdeint 55 µs de-integration time of Isink1 & Isink2 
treset 1 µs on-time of Vresetpulse 

Other input & control signals to 
the chip 

Value  

Vcm 2.45 V Connected to pin 9 on PCB 
Varrctrl1-18, Vread1ctrl & 
Vread2ctrl 

0 V  

VDD 4.9 V Power supply to the chip (pin 8 on PCB) 

external supply 5 V Pin 7 on PCB 

Table 3.2 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals to the chip  
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Fig.3.2 Input pulse control signals specific to the configuration 
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The test bench comprises of the following: 

(i) Agilent precision source measurement unit (SMU) B2912A: one of the channels 

is used to provide 5 V to the pin 7 labelled “external supply” on the PCB shown 

in Fig.3.1. 

(ii) 500 MHz Agilent oscilloscope: It is used to capture transient cycles of  

           ping-pong amplifier output ppout and comparator output compout. 

(iii) National instrument’s PCI 6251 DAQ card: It consists of a 16bit DAC, 16bit ADC 

& other components on a card that fits into the PCI slot of the computer. A 

connector board with I/O channels is available for external connection. The 

input pulse control signals are generated with the use of Analog output, Digital 

output & Counter outputs of the card. Labview is the software interface used for 

the generation of input pulse control signals. 

3.2.1.1 Transient measurement results 

Vamppulse is sourced into one of the channels of the oscilloscope and used as a 

positive edge triggered signal to capture ppout and compout. ping-pong amplifier output 

ppout and comparator output compout were captured in other 2 channels of the 

oscilloscope as shown in Fig.3.3. 

The violet & the green coloured waveforms correspond to ppout and compout   

respectively. 

In each of the periodic cycles of ppout shown here, Icurrrefin is integrated for a fixed 

period Tint, followed by de-integration of Icurrrefout for unknown period Tunknown. 

Tdeint is the complete de-integration half cycle whose value is chosen to be greater 

than Tunknown.  
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Fig.3.3 ping-pong amplifier output (violet) & comparator output (green). The vertical line 

with a mark at the centre of Fig.3.3 corresponds to t = 0.  The periodic cycles of ppout and 

compout to the immediate left & right of t = 0 correspond to atzamp1 and atzamp2 

Icurrrefout evaluated from prior transient measurements for Isink1 & Isink2 are 5.7 nA 

and 7.3 nA respectively (2.6.3.3.2). As these are different values, these are referred 

as Icurrrefout1 & Icurrrefout2 for Isink1 & Isink2 respectively. 

The total time taken by the comparator from the start of the de-integration cycle to 

switch from low (10 % of maximum compout value) to high (90 % of maximum compout 

value) gives Tunknown. From periodic cycles of compout, the measured Tunknown 

associated with Isource1 & Isource2 are 22.5 µs and 24 µs respectively. With the known 

values of Tint, Icurrrefout & Tunknown, the unknown currents were evaluated 

independently for both Isource1 & Isource2 with the following equations: 

(Icurrrefin1× Tint) / cint1 = (Icurrrefout1× Tunknown) / cint1                                      (3.1)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

    (Icurrrefin2× Tint) / cint2 = (Icurrrefout2× Tunknown) / cint2                                       (3.2)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Here Icurrrefin1 & Icurrrefin2 are the unknown currents from Isource1 & Isource2 

respectively. The evaluated values of Icurrrefin1 & Icurrrefin2 are 4.9 nA and 7 nA. 
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These values were identical to the transient measurement results obtained in 

2.6.3.3.3.  

3.2.1.2 Observations 

ping-pong amplifier output ppout:  

In both the periodic cycles of ppout, the integration half cycles start from a constant 

value Vcm that equals 2.45 V.  

Mismatch in the values of on-chip reference currents:  

Ideally, the output currents of current references Isource1 & Isource2 must be identical 

to each other. However, the evaluated results are mismatched by 2 nA. On a similar 

note, the output currents of Isink1 & Isink2 are also mismatched by 1.6 nA. A possible 

reason for a bigger mismatch between the reference currents is the die-die variation.  

The output currents from current reference pairs (Isource1 & Isource2) and (Isink1 & 

Isink2) were evaluated across 4 different chips (dies) of the same design. The 

mismatch evaluated on output currents within each of the above-mentioned current 

reference pairs is around 300-400 pA. This value of mismatch around 300 pA is 

identical to those obtained from simulation results. This magnitude of mismatch 

obtained from 4 other chips is much less than those obtained with this chip. The reason 

for a higher mismatch in reference current is probably due to random Die-Die variation 

Saturation in ppout:  

ping-pong amplifier output attains saturation in both the periodic cycles shown in 

Fig.3.3. ppout is saturated to a value of 3.3 V. To understand the source of limited 

output swing at the ping-pong amplifier’s output & evaluate its impact on sensing, it is 

essential to evaluate the output swing of the ping-pong amplifier with the following 

equation: 
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  Open loop voltage gain = (∆Vppout) / (∆Voffset)                                                              (3.3)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

The evaluated open loop voltage gain of amplifiers atzamp1 & atzamp2 is 86 dB. A 

periodic cycle of ppout is taken into consideration. The offset voltage was evaluated at 

the start & end of the periodic cycle. The difference between these two values is 

∆Voffset which equals 135 µV. Despite the use of auto-zero amplifiers that compensate 

for offset and drift, a bigger change in offset voltage is due to the charge injection 

caused by periodic on/off switching of current reference into Vinn1/Vinn2. An open loop 

gain of 86 dB corresponds to a numerical value of 20000. Substituting these values 

into (3.3) yields the maximum voltage swing of the ping-pong amplifier output. The 

evaluated value of ∆Vppout is   2.7 V. Since the lower saturation limit of ppout   is around 

0.7 V, the upper saturation limit of ppout equals 3.4 V (2.7 + 0.7 V). This value of upper 

saturation limit of ppout is consistent with the simulation results.  

Referring to Table 2.7, the open loop gain of driveamp is 100 dB. The evaluated offset 

voltage for driveamp was around 10 mV. The high values of open loop gain and offset 

voltage ensured the rail-rail output capability of driveamp. However atzamp1 & atzamp2 

are auto-zeroed amplifiers with offset compensation. The design of these amplifiers 

were built on a base architecture that resembles driveamp and an internal feedback 

loop that comprises of an auxiliary input transconductance stage. A potential solution 

to achieve a rail-rail output voltage swing in amplifiers atzamp1 & atzamp2 is to increase 

the open loop gain of the by at least a factor of 2. 

Impact of autozeroed amplifier’s output voltage swing on the chemical sensing / 

imaging application & the adopted solutions:  

Two aspects considered with regards to the electrochemical sensing/imaging 

application. A larger (WE – RE) potential window for cyclic voltammetry experiments 

as specified in the draft target electrochemical specifications in Table 2.1. With the 
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existing system architecture, WE is held at a fixed potential and the potential of RE is 

varied through the use of driveamp in feedback configuration. The rail-rail output 

capability of driveamp allows a large swing of (WE – RE) as per the requirements. 

The second aspect is the working electrode current range to be sensed. The lower 

saturation limits of the outputs of atzamp1 & atzamp2 are around 0.7 V. For the electrode 

currents that are sourced into the Readout Circuit Block for sensing, the maximum 

available integrated output voltage during the integration cycle equals 1.75 V (2.45-

0.7). However, while characterizing the Readout Circuit Block for different input 

currents, it was always ensured that the full-scale value (FSV) of the integrated output 

voltage for any chosen current sensing range is less than or equal to 1 V. This is 

achieved by adjusting the timing parameters of input pulse control signals used in the 

chip. 

However, for the electrode currents that are sourced out of the Readout Circuit Block 

for sensing, the maximum full-scale integrated output voltage equals 0.95 V (3.4-2.45). 

Hence there is a need to increase this full-scale integration voltage. The adopted 

solution is to slightly lower the common mode input voltage Vcm from 2.45 V. A 

decrease in Vcm from 2.45 V to 2.2 V provides a maximum full-scale integration voltage 

of 1.2 V (3.4.2.2). This value is good enough for the entire range of electrode currents 

required to be sensed for the application. 

3.2.2    Experimental evaluation of output current of Isink1& Isink2 

Icurrrefout is the unknown current to be evaluated in this configuration. Icurrrefin is 

used as the reference current. Icurrrefout is evaluated from the transient 

measurements of ping-pong amplifier output ppout and comparator output compout. 

Fig.3.4 shows the input pulse control signals used for the evaluation of Icurrrefout. 
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Fig.3.4 Input pulse control signals specific to the configuration 
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The timing parameters for the input pulse control signals & their values used in this 

configuration are tabulated in Table 3.3. The steady state input signals to the chip are 

have also been tabulated in Table 3.3.  

Pulse control signal parameters Value 

Ttotalperiod 60 µs 

Ttotalperiod/2 30 µs 

Tint 15 µs 

Tdeint 15 µs 

treset 1 µs 

Other input & control signals to the chip Value 

Vcm 2.2 V 

Varrctrl1-18, Vread2ctrl & Vread1ctrl  0 V 

Table 3.3 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals to the chip 

The PCB & its component values correspond to Fig.3.1 & Table 3.1 respectively. 

However, pin 9 of PCB is not used to provide Vcm to the chip. Instead, Vcm is set by 

one channel of a source measurement unit B2912A. As the unknown current 

Icurrrefout is sourced out of the Readout Circuit Block, Vcm has been lowered to 2.2 V 

to avoid saturation of the outputs of atzamp1 & atzamp2 that constitutes ppout. The other 

parts of the test bench is identical to the one used in 3.2.1.   

3.2.2.1 Transient measurement results 

Vamppulse is used as the positive edge triggered signal to capture ppout. Transient plot 

of ppout is shown in Fig.3.5. The ping-pong amplifier output ppout was captured in one 

of the analog input channels of PCI 6251 DAQ module.6 periodic cycles of ppout are 

captured from t = 0. Each periodic cycle consists of Icurrrefout integration half cycle 

followed by Icurrrefin de-integration half cycle. Periodic cycles 1, 3 & 5 corresponds to 

output of atzamp2. Periodic cycles 2, 4 & 6 corresponds to output of atzamp1. 
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Fig.3.5 ping-pong amplifier output over six periodic cycles 

Icurrrefin evaluated from prior transient measurements for Isource1 & Isource2 are  

5.7 nA and 6 nA respectively (2.6.3.3.2). These are referred as Icurrrefin1 & Icurrrefin2 

for Isource1 & Isource2 respectively. The total time taken by the comparator from the 

start of the de-integration cycle to switch from high (90 % of maximum compout value) 

to low (10 % of maximum compout value) gives Tunknown. The same was measured 

with the use of labview. From periodic cycles of compout the measured Tunknown 

associated with Isink1 & Isink2 are 14.7 µs and 14.9 µs respectively. With the known 

values of Tint, Icurrrefin1, Icurrrefin2 & Tunknown, the unknown currents Icurrrefout1 & 

Icurrrefout2 were evaluated independently with equations (3.1) & (3.2) respectively. The 

evaluated values of Icurrrefout1 & Icurrrefout2 are 6 nA and 6.4 nA. These values were 

identical to the transient measurement results covered in the previous chapter.  

Experimental evaluation of offset voltage:  

Input offset voltages of atzamp1 & atzamp2 and their drift over time are important 

parameters. The values of these parameters contribute to the non-linearity and 

Time (s) 

ppout (V) 
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resolution of the Readout Circuit Block. To evaluate offset voltage for both the 

amplifiers, periodic cycles of Vinn1 & Vinn2 are captured over time. 

The values of Vinn1 & Vinn2 are evaluated at the start of respective periodic cycles in 

which atzamp1 & atzamp2 provides output. (Vcm – Vinn2) & (Vcm – Vinn1) gives the 

magnitude of offset voltages for amplifiers atzamp1 & atzamp2 respectively. 

A low offset operational amplifier LMP7721 with an evaluated offset of 20 µV was 

configured in unity feedback configuration. The positive input of this amplifier was 

connected independently to Vinn1 & Vinn2. The output of this amplifier LMP7721 

independently captures Vinn1 & Vinn2 over time. The offset voltage of LMP7721 was 

subtracted to get the exact values of Vinn1 & Vinn2 at the start of respective periodic 

cycles. As Vcm is fixed to 2.45 V, the evaluated offset voltages of atzamp1 & atzamp2 

are tabulated below: 

amplifier Offset voltage 

atzamp1 130 µV  

atzamp2 100 µV 

Table 3.4 Offset voltages of the amplifiers atzamp1 & atzamp2  

3.2.2.2 Observations 

Mismatch in the values of on-chip reference currents:  

Ideally, the output currents of current references Isink1 & Isink22 must be identical. 

However, the values of Icurrrefout1 & Icurrrefout2 are mismatched by 400 pA. It can 

also be seen that the values of Icurrrefin1 & Icurrrefin2 are mismatched by 300 pA. 

The magnitude of mismatch within the evaluated reference current values obtained 

from the experimental results is similar in order with those obtained from simulation 

results shown in section 2.6.3.3.3. 
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3.3 Readout Circuit Block performance with unknown currents 

in the range 1 nA to 20 nA 

3.3.1    Sensing currents in the range 1 nA to 10 nA with simulations 

The currents sourced into the Readout Circuit Block for sensing are positive. The 

simulation test bench used for sensing currents in the range 1 nA to 10 nA is shown 

in Fig.3.6. It is a simplified test setup to show the simulation context with relevance to 

the complete CMOS test chip shown in Fig.2.3. Iext is a current source that sources 

constant current into WE1. This is the unknown current to be evaluated. 

 

Fig.3.6 simulation test bench for unknown current evaluation 

The simulation configuration with power, ground and common mode voltages 

resembles the one used in Fig.3.1. Vcm is set to 2.45 V. Table 3.1 lists the values of 

components used in Fig.3.1. Fig.3.7 shows the input pulse control signals used in this  

configuration. Table 3.5 contains the timing parameters and their values for input pulse 

control signals. 
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Fig.3.7 Input control signals used in this configuration 
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Pulse control signal 
parameters 

Value Purpose 

Ttotalperiod 60 µs 
Timeperiod of Voffpulse, Vamppulse, 
Vread1ctrl & Vread2ctrl 

Ttotalperiod/2 30 µs 
Timeperiod of Vrefsinksel, Varrctrl2, 
Vresetpulse & Varrctrl1  

Tint 15 µs Integration time of Iext 
Tdeint 15 µs de-integration time of Isink1 & Isink2 
treset 1 µs Reset on-time of Vresetpulse 

Other input & control 
signals to the chip 

Value  

Vcm 2.45 V  
Vrefsourcesel & 
Varrctrl3-18 

0 V  

Table 3.5 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals to the chip 

3.3.1.1 Extracted layout transient simulation results 

Vamppulse is used as the positive edge triggered signal to capture ppout & compout. 

Transient plots of ppout & compout for Iext of 1 nA are shown in Fig.3.8 & Fig.3.9 

respectively.  Two periodic cycles of both these outputs are shown from t = 0. Each 

periodic cycle of ppout consists of Iext integration half cycle followed by Icurrrefout de-

integration half cycle. Periodic cycles 1 & 2 corresponds to output of atzamp2 & atzamp1 

respectively.  

3.3.1.2 Observations 

Charge injection is seen at the start of the first periodic cycle of ppout shown in Fig.3.8.   

However this is not seen in any other subsequent periodic cycles. From the design 

perspective, to mitigate charge injection, dummy transistors have been added to the 

output of ping-pong amplifier ppout whose gates are tied to an independent pulse 

control signal. Ideally at the end of a periodic cycle, ppout drops from a de-integrated 

voltage higher than Vcm to Vcm. The integration in the successive periodic cycle starts 

from Vcm. However, from transient simulation, At the end of a periodic cycle ppout 

drops to a value below Vcm before it rises back and reaches Vcm. 
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Fig.3.8 ppout against time for Iext of 1 nA 

This is sequentially followed by subsequent integration and de-integration half cycles. 

Hence there is a small overshoot in ppout observed. This could potentially be due to 

an inherent feedback control loop that exists within the architectures of auto-zeroed 

amplifiers atzamp2 & atzamp1 which reacts to a step change in output voltage with an 

overshoot. 

The magnitude of ppout overshoot observed at the end of 30 µs & 60 µs are 10 mV 

and 30 mV respectively. The overshoot in ppout also produced kinks in comparator’s  
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Fig.3.9 compout against time for Iext of 1 nA 

output compout at the end of the above-mentioned periodic cycles as shown in Fig.3.9. 

At the end of a periodic cycle, compout does the following transitions. It drops from high 

to an intermediate value before rising for a short duration with an eventual fall to zero.  

The rising edge of compout is critical for the evaluation of unknown current in this 

configuration. The current sensing accuracy of the Readout Circuit Block is not affected 

by kinks as these do not exist on the rising edge of compout.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

The reference currents evaluated with experiments in 3.2.1 are in the range of few 
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nano-amperes.  Hence a comparison of waveforms ppout & compout obtained from 

Fig.3.3 with those obtained in this section might prove to be useful. The overshoot & 

kinks were not visible in ppout & compout waveforms of Fig.3.3. Hence the experimental 

configuration of 3.2.1 resembles a critically damped system without any overshoot in 

ppout. It should be noted that the comparator’s output rises towards high as soon as 

its positive input goes above Vcm + Voffset. Here, Voffset is the comparator’s offset. 

3.3.1.3 Evaluated Results 

Iext evaluated from compout:  

Iext is varied from 1 nA to 10 nA in steps of 1 nA & compout obtained individually for all 

the currents. From compout waveforms, Tunknown was extracted for the 10 values of 

current to be evaluated. The reference current Icurrrefout1 from Isource1 is used here 

for calculations. The simulated value of Icurrrefout1 based on prior transient 

measurements in 2.5.3.3.2 is 11 nA. Using the known values of Icurrrefout1, Tint (15 

µs) independently for every value of Tunknown in (3.1) yields the list of evaluated 

currents (Iext) tabulated in Table 3.6. Table 3.7 shows the input offset voltages of 

amplifiers atzamp1 & atzamp2 evaluated from simulations. 

Iext (input) Iext(evaluated) 

1 nA 1.09 nA 

2 nA 1.96 nA 

3 nA 3.05 nA 

4 nA 4.07 nA 

5 nA 5.11 nA 

6 nA 6.08 nA 

7 nA 7.12 nA 

8 nA 8.09 nA 

9 nA 9.04 nA 

10 nA 10.06 nA 

Table 3.6 Iext source & evaluated values from transient simulations 
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amplifier Offset voltage 

atzamp1 110 µV  

atzamp2 70 µV 

Table 3.7 simulated offset voltages 

Non-linearity and resolution:  

The evaluated non-linearity of the Readout Circuit Block from simulations for input 

currents in the range 1 nA to 10 nA is 0.3 %. The resolution of the Readout Circuit Block 

was evaluated by 10 pA step changes over 1 nA base current (Iext). The evaluated 

resolution is 0.65 %. 

3.3.2    Sensing currents between 10 nA & 20 nA with experiments 

From the perspective of electrochemical imaging, measurement of absolute current 

levels of microscale electrodes is of prime importance. Hence the Readout Circuit Block 

has been characterized for its current sensing capabilities with different ranges of 

current as detailed throughout in this chapter. However, it is equally critical to evaluate 

the performance of current sensing circuits to sense small changes of current on top 

of a higher magnitude steady state current (base level). This aspect is covered here. 

A block level experimental setup is shown in Fig.3.10. It consists of a CMOS current 

attenuator circuit block that has been designed and implemented on the same CMOS 

test chip. The current attenuator circuit attenuates input current Icurrinp in the scale of 

few nA to provide output current Icurrout of hundreds of pA.  

Icurrout is the unknown current sensed by the Readout Circuit Block. The output of the 

current attenuator is connected to the virtual node Vinn2 of atzamp2 (Fig.2.3) through 

an n-MOSFET M168 operated as a switch. The gate of M168 is tied to a pulse control 

signal Vcuratopctrl. Vcuratopctrl controls the integration time of Icurrout in a periodic 
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Fig.3.10 Experimental setup with CMOS current attenuator 

cycle. It can be seen from the configuration in Fig.3.10 (ref. Fig.2.3) that only alternate 

periodic cycles of ppout contains integration half cycles of unknown current Icurrout. 

The Readout Circuit Block, Current attenuator Circuit Block & M168 are on the same 

CMOS test chip. The PCB schematic used for testing this configuration is identical to 

the one shown in Fig.3.1 with the values of components listed in Table 3.1.   

Fig.3.11 shows the input pulse control signals used in this configuration. The timing 

parameters of input pulse control signals and their values are tabulated in Table 3.8. 

Pulse control signal 
parameters 

Value Purpose 

Ttotalperiod 60 µs Timeperiod of Voffpulse, Vamppulse  & Vcuratopctrl 
Ttotalperiod/2 30 µs Timeperiod of Vresetpulse & Vrefsinksel 
Tint 7.5 µs Integration time of Icurrout 
Tdeint 22.5 µs de-integration time of Isink1 & Isink2 
treset 1 µs on-time of Vresetpulse 

Other input & control 
voltages to the chip 

Value  

Vcm 2.45 V  
Varrctrl1-18, Vrefsourcesel, 
Vread1ctrl & Vread2ctrl 

0 V  

Vdiffctrl & Voutctrl 2.35 V Static control voltages of the current attenuator circuit 

Table 3.8 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals 
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Fig.3.11 Input pulse control signals specific to this configuration 
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The test bench comprises of the following: 

(i) Agilent precision source measurement unit (SMU) B2912A: one of the two 

channels is used to provide the identical control voltages Vdiffctrl & Voutctrl 

required by the Current attenuator Circuit (chapter 4, Fig.4.1)   

(ii) The input pulse control signals were generated by PCI 6251 DAQ card. 

The other components of the test bench are identical to those used in 3.2.1. 

3.3.2.1 Transient measurement results 

The functionality of the current attenuator circuit and the evaluation of its performance 

parameters has been covered in detail in 4.2. The current attenuator circuit schematic 

is shown in Fig.4.1 (chapter 4). Vdiffctrl & Voutctrl are static control voltages of the 

current attenuator circuit.  

Table 4.1(chapter 4) shows that the output DC offset current of current attenuator 

increases in magnitude with decrease in static control voltages Vdiffctrl & Voutctrl. This 

offset current from the current attenuator output is the base level current on top of 

which a current change would be detected by the Readout Circuit Block. Hence this 

offset current was deliberately kept high to evaluate the current sensing limit of the 

Readout Circuit Block. Therefore, Vdiffctrl = Voutctrl = 2.35 V was used for this 

configuration and the evaluated offset current was around 18 nA. 

3.3.2.2 Evaluated results 

Output current evaluation with the Readout Circuit Block:  

Icurrinp is a constant current source. It was varied from 10 nA to 100 nA with a step 

size of 10 nA. For every value of Icurrinp, Icurrout was evaluated with the Readout 

Circuit Block. Alternate periodic cycles of ppout consists of integration half cycles of 

unknown current Icurrout followed by de-integration half cycles of Icurrrefout2.  
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The evaluated Icurrrefout2 from prior transient measurements is 7 nA. compout was 

captured for every value of Icurrinp to get Tunknown. Icurrout was evaluated with the 

use of equation (3.2) and the known values of Tunknown, Tint & Icurrrefout2. The 

evaluated values of Icurrout for input currents in the range 10 nA to 100 nA are 

tabulated in Table 3.9.  

Current attenuation: From the tabulated values of output current Icurrout in Table 3.9, 

the evaluated value of current attenuation is 33 dB. This value of current attenuation 

obtained here is identical to the same obtained by standalone testing of current 

attenuator circuit with identical control voltages.   

Icurrinp (nA) Icurrout (nA) 
Change in output current (pA) (difference 
between consecutive values of Icurrout) 

10 17.52  

20 17.18 340 
30 16.88 300 
40 16.71 170 
50 16.52 190 
60 16.32 200 
70 16.1 220 
80 15.93 170 

90 15.7 230 
100 15.52 180 

Table 3.9 Icurrout against Icurrinp 

Non-linearity & minimum detectable current change on output current: 

The Non-linearity evaluated from the tabulated measurements in column 3 of Table 3.9 

is 5.5 %. A higher non-linearity of the complete system is due to the non-linearity of 

the current attenuator circuit being much greater than the non-linearity of the Readout 

Circuit Block. In fact, the non-linearity of the complete system is similar in order to that 

obtained for a standalone current attenuator circuit covered in 4.2 (chapter 4). 

A current change of 170 pA on top of 16.88 nA base current (Icurrout for 30 nA of input 

current) was detected by the Readout Circuit Block. In other words, the Readout Circuit 

Block has been able to detect a 1 % current change on top of a base level current. 
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3.4 Readout Circuit Block performance with unknown currents 

in the range 100 pA to 1 nA 

3.4.1    Sensing currents in the range 100 pA to 1 nA with simulations 

The simulation test bench used for sensing currents in the range 100 pA to 1 nA is 

identical to that shown in Fig.3.6. Iext is the unknown current to be evaluated. The 

simulation configuration with power, ground and common mode voltages is identical 

to the configuration shown in Fig.3.1. Vcm is set to 2.45 V. Fig.3.12 shows the input 

pulse control signals used in this configuration. Table 3.10 contains the timing 

parameters and their values for the control signals. 

Pulse control signal 
parameters 

Value Purpose 

Ttotalperiod 240 µs 
Timeperiod of Voffpulse, Vamppulse, 
Vread1ctrl & Vread2ctrl 

Ttotalperiod/2 120 µs 
Timeperiod of Vresetpulse, Vrefsinksel, 
Varrctrl2 & Varrctrl1 

Tint 100 µs Integration time of Iext 
Tdeint 20 µs de-integration time of Isink1 & Isink2 
treset 2 µs on-time of Vresetpulse 
   

Other input & control 
signals to the chip 

Value  

Vcm 2.45 V  
Vrefsourcesel, 
Varrctrl3-18 

0 V  

Table 3.10 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals 

3.4.1.1 Extracted layout transient simulation results 

The positive edge triggered signal used to capture ppout & compout is Vamppulse. 

Transient plots of ppout for Iext of 100 pA & 1 nA are shown in Fig.3.13 & Fig.3.14 

respectively. compout plots for Iext of 100 pA& 1 nA are shown in Fig.3.15 & Fig.3.16 

respectively. Two periodic cycles of both these outputs are shown from t = 0. Each 

periodic cycle of ppout consists of Iext integration half cycle followed by Icurrrefout de-

integration half cycle.  
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Fig.3.12 Input pulse control signals specific to this configuration  
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3.4.1.2 Observations 

All the observations from the transient plots shown in Fig.3.13 to Fig.3.16 are identical 

to those covered in 3.3.1.2. 

 

Fig.3.13 ppout against time for Iext of 100 pA 

3.4.1.3 Evaluated Results 

Iext evaluated from compout:  

Iext is varied from 100 pA to 1 nA in steps of 100 pA & compout obtained individually 

for all the currents. From compout waveforms, Tunknown was extracted for all the 10 

values of current to be evaluated.  
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Fig.3.14 ppout against time for Iext of 1 nA 

The reference current Icurrrefout1 is used here for calculations. The simulated value 

of Icurrrefout1 based on prior transient measurements in 2.5.3.3.2 is 11 nA. Using the 

known values of Icurrrefout1, Tint (100 µs) independently for every value of Tunknown 

in (3.1) yields the list of evaluated currents (Iext) tabulated in Table 3.11.  

Input offset voltages of atzamp2 & atzamp1 and its drift over time: 

The simulated values of offset voltages and their drift over time for amplifiers  atzamp1 

& atzamp2 are identical to those tabulated in Table 3.7. To put these results into 

perspective, amplifiers atzamp1 & atzamp2 are offset compensated auto-zeroed 

amplifiers. Hence there is a reduction in the evaluated offset and drift of these  

amplifiers in comparsion to their original version (folded cascode rail to rail amplifier) 
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with an input offset voltage of 10 mV. 

Iext (input) Iext(evaluated) 

100 pA 170 pA 

200 pA 262.3 pA 

300 pA 347.2 pA 

400 pA 431.8 pA 

500 pA 516.5 pA 

600 pA 601.3 pA 

700 pA 686.1 pA 

800 pA 770.8 pA 

900 pA 855.6 pA 

1000 pA 940.4 pA 

Table 3.11 Iext source & evaluated values from transient simulations 

 

Fig.3.15 compout against time for Iext of 100 pA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
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Fig.3.16 compout against time for Iext of 1 nA 

Non-linearity and resolution:  

The evaluated non-linearity of the Readout Circuit Block for input currents in the range 

100 pA to 1 nA is 0.03 %. This was obtained from the tabulated values of  

Iext (evaluated) in Table 3.11. The resolution of the Readout Circuit Block was evaluated 

by 10 pA step changes over 1 nA base current (Iext). A resolution of 0.09 % was 

obtained for this input current range. 

Ideally Iext (evaluated) should match with Iext (input) as closely as possible. From Table 

3.11, it can be seen that an input current of 600 pA has the least difference between 

the original and the evaluated values of Iext. 
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3.4.2    Sensing currents between 100 pA & 1 nA with experiments 

A dedicated circuit is required to generate currents in the range 100pA to 1nA. The 

generated currents have to be sourced into the Readout Circuit Block to characterize 

the same for the above-mentioned current range. However, a dedicated circuit on a 

PCB to generate currents of the orders of pA is prone to noise that can potentially 

mask the current signal to be sensed. There is a possibility of leakage currents from 

the current carrying external connection between the PCB pin and the CMOS test chip 

to ground. Even though design techniques like shielding exist to reduce noise, leakage 

current etc., it is preferred to generate the currents of this order on the same CMOS 

chip in which the Readout Circuit Block has been designed.      

This has led to the use of the current attenuator circuit designed and implemented on 

the same CMOS test chip with the Readout Circuit Block. The system architecture 

consisting of current attenuator and the Readout Circuit Block has previously been used 

in section 3.3.2. 

The block level experimental setup used here is identical to Fig.3.10. The labels used 

throughout section 3.3.2 is applicable here. The functional description of the system 

is already covered in 3.3.2. The PCB schematic used for testing this configuration is 

identical to Fig.3.1 with the values of components listed in Table 3.1. The input pulse 

control signals used in this configuration are identical to Fig.3.11. However, the values 

of the timing parameters have been changed and tabulated in Table 3.12. The 

integration and the de-integration time periods are identical to those used in section 

3.4.1 for the simulation setup. The components of the test bench are identical to that 

used in 3.3.2. 
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Pulse control signal 
parameters 

Value Purpose 

Ttotalperiod 240 µs Timeperiod of Voffpulse, Vamppulse  & Vcuratopctrl 
Ttotalperiod/2 120 µs Timeperiod of Vresetpulse & Vrefsinksel 
Tint 100 µs Integration time of Icurrout 
Tdeint 20 µs de-integration time of Isink1 & Isink2 
treset 2 µs on-time of Vresetpulse 

Other input & control 
voltages to the chip 

Value  

Vcm 2.45 V  
Varrctrl1-18, Vrefsourcesel, 
Vread1ctrl & Vread2ctrl 

0 V  

Vdiffctrl & Voutctrl 2.49 V Static control voltages of the current attenuator circuit 

Table 3.12 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals 

3.4.2.1 Transient measurement results 

The functionality of the current attenuator circuit and the evaluation of its performance 

parameters has already been covered in detail in 4.2. Table 4.1 (chapter 4) shows the 

output DC offset current, current attenuation and non-linearity of the current attenuator 

circuit for different control voltages. The control voltages Vdiffctrl = Voutctrl = 2.49 V 

was used for this configuration. The reason for the chosen control voltage value is the 

relatively lower current attenuation non-linearity obtained from standalone 

characterization of current attenuator circuit covered in section 4.2. 

3.4.2.2 Evaluated Results 

Output current evaluation with the Readout Circuit Block:  

Icurrinp was varied from 50 nA to 300 nA with a step size of 50 nA. For every value of 

Icurrinp, Icurrout was evaluated with the Readout Circuit Block. Alternate periodic cycles 

of ppout consists of integration half cycles of unknown current Icurrout followed by de-

integration half cycles of Icurrrefout2. The evaluated Icurrrefout2 from prior transient 

measurements is 7 nA. compout was captured for every value of Icurrinp to get 

Tunknown. Icurrout was evaluated with the use of equation (3.2) and the known values 
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of Tunknown, Tint & Icurrrefout2. The evaluated values of Icurrout for input currents in 

the range 50 nA to 300 nA are tabulated in Table 3.13. The evaluated output DC offset 

current for Icurrinp = 0 is around 225 pA. 

Icurrinp (nA) Icurrout (pA) 

50 309 

100 396 
150 472 
200 545 
250 608 
300 674 

Table 3.13 Icurrout against Icurrinp 

Current attenuation & Non-linearity: From the tabulated values of output current 

Icurrout in Table 3.13, the evaluated value of current attenuation is 56.2 dB. This value 

of current attenuation obtained here is identical to that obtained from standalone 

testing of current attenuator circuit with identical control voltages. The current 

attenuation non-linearity evaluated from the tabulated measurements in Table 3.13 is 

2.8 %. This value matches closely with a 2.5 % evaluated non-linearity for the 

standalone current attenuator circuit of section 4.2. A higher non-linearity of the 

complete system is primarily due to the non-linearity of the current attenuator circuit 

being much greater than the non-linearity of the Readout Circuit Block. 

3.5 Readout Circuit Block performance with unknown currents 

in the range -100 pA to -1 nA 

3.5.1    Sensing currents in the range -100 pA to -1 nA with simulations 

The currents sourced out of the Readout Circuit Block for sensing are negative. The 

simulation test bench used for sensing currents in the range -100 pA to -1 nA is shown 

in Fig.3.17. Iext is the unknown current to be evaluated. The simulation configuration 

with power, ground and common mode voltages is identical to the configuration shown  
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in Fig.3.1. Vcm is set to 2.45 V. Fig.3.18 shows the input pulse control signals used in 

this configuration. Table 3.14 contains the timing parameters and their values for the 

input control signals. 

 

Fig.3.17 simulation test bench for unknown current evaluation 

Pulse control signal 
parameters 

Value Purpose 

Ttotalperiod 160 µs 
Timeperiod of Voffpulse, Vamppulse, Vread1ctrl & 
Vread2ctrl 

Ttotalperiod/2 80 µs 
Timeperiod of Vresetpulse, Varrctrl1, Varrctrl2  & 
Vrefsourcesel 

Tint 70 µs Integration time of Iext 
Tdeint 10 µs de-integration time of Isource1 & Isource2 
treset 2 µs on-time of Vresetpulse 
   

Other input & control 
voltages to the chip 

Value  

Vcm 2.45 V  
Vrefsinksel & 
Varrctrl3-Varrctrl18 

0 V  

Table 3.14 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals 

3.5.1.1 Extracted layout transient simulation results 

Vamppulse is the positive edge triggered signal used to capture ppout & compout. 

Transient plots of ppout for Iext of -100 pA & -1 nA are shown in Fig.3.19 & Fig.3.20 

respectively. 
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Fig.3.18 Input pulse control signals specific to this configuration  
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compout plots for Iext of -100 pA & -1 nA are shown in Fig.3.21 & Fig.3.22 respectively. 

Three periodic cycles of both these outputs are shown from t = 0. Each periodic cycle 

of ppout consists of Iext integration half cycle subsequently followed by Icurrrefin  

de-integration half cycle. 

           

Fig.3.19 ppout against time for Iext of -100 pA 

                         

Fig.3.20 ppout against time for Iext of -100 pA 
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Fig.3.21 compout against time for Iext of -100 pA 

 

Fig.3.22 compout against time for Iext of -1 nA 
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3.5.1.2  Observations 

ppout:  

From the first transient periodic cycle of ping-pong amplifier outputs shown in Fig.3.19 

& Fig.3.20, it can be seen that the common mode output voltage at which the 

integration cycle begins is greater in magnitude than the same observed in the 

subsequent periodic cycles. Since the other periodic cycles of ppout starts from Vcm, 

the first transient cycle is not considered for unknown current evaluation. However, the 

reason for a slightly higher common mode output voltage in the first periodic cycle is 

attributed to a smaller on-time treset of Vresetpulse. 

As observed in some of the previous sections, overshoot of smaller magnitude was 

observed at the beginning of every periodic cycle of ppout. The reason for the same is 

identical to that detailed in section 3.3.1.2. However, the voltage overshoot didn’t 

produce any visible voltage kinks on the comparator output periodic cycles shown in 

Fig.3.21 & Fig.3.22. 

Leakage current:  

Iext is varied from -100 pA to -1 nA in steps of -100 pA. ppout & compout plots have 

been obtained individually for all the currents. As Iext increases in steps of -100 pA 

from -100 pA to -1 nA, the observed de-integrated voltage in the de-integration half 

cycle increases in steps of 130 µV. Ideally, the de-integrated voltage should have 

stayed the same for all the currents in the chosen range. A de-integrated voltage 

change of 130 µV for a 100 pA current evaluates to 1.3 pA of leakage current. This 

leakage was observed only for Iext in the range 100 pA to 1 nA.  
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3.5.1.3 Evaluated Results 

Input offset voltages of atzamp2 & atzamp1 and its drift over time:  

The simulated values of offset voltages and their drift over time for amplifiers atzamp1 

& atzamp2 are identical to those tabulated in Table 3.7. 

Iext evaluated from compout:  

From compout waveforms, Tunknown was extracted for all the 10 values of current to 

be evaluated. The reference current Icurrrefin1 is used here for calculations. The 

simulated value of Icurrrefin1 based on prior transient measurements in 2.5.3.3.2 is 

7.47 nA. Using the known values of Icurrrefin1, Tint (70 µs) independently for every 

value of Tunknown in (3.1) yields the list of evaluated currents (Iext) tabulated in  

Table 3.15. 

Iext (input) Iext(evaluated) 

-100 pA -126 pA 

-200 pA -211.6 pA 

-300 pA -301.6 pA 

-400 pA -394.3 pA 

-500 pA -489 pA 

-600 pA -586.4 pA 

-700 pA -686.1 pA 

-800 pA -788.1 pA 

-900 pA -892.7 pA 

-1000 pA -999.9 pA 

 Table 3.15 Iext source & evaluated values from transient simulations 

Non-linearity and resolution:  

The evaluated non-linearity of the Readout Circuit Block for input currents  

between -100 pA & -1 nA is 1 %. This was obtained from the tabulated values of  

Iext (evaluated) in Table 3.15. The evaluated resolution of the Readout Circuit Block with 

step size of -10 pA over -1 nA base current (Iext) is 1.5 %. 
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3.6 Readout Circuit Block performance with unknown currents 

in the range 20 nA to 30 nA 

3.6.1    Sensing currents in the range 20 nA to 30 nA with simulations 

The simulation test bench used for sensing currents in the range 20 nA to 30 nA is 

identical to that shown in Fig.3.6. Iext is the unknown current to be evaluated. The 

simulation configuration with power, ground and common mode voltages is identical 

to the configuration shown in Fig.3.1. Vcm is set to 2.45 V. Fig.3.23 shows the input 

pulse control signals used in this configuration. Table 3.16 contains the timing 

parameters and their values for the control signals. 

Pulse control signal 
parameters 

Value Purpose 

Ttotalperiod 60 µs 
Time period of Voffpulse, Vamppulse, 
Vread1ctrl, Varrctrl1 & Vrefsinksel 

Ttotalperiod/2 30 µs Time period of Vresetpulse 
Tint 9 µs Integration time of Iext 
Tdeint 21 µs de-integration time of Isink1 & Isink2 
treset 5 µs on-time of Vresetpulse 
   

Other input & control 
signals to the chip 

Value  

Vcm 2.45 V  
Varrctrl2 5 V  

Vrefsourcesel, Vread2ctrl 
& Varrctrl3-18 

0 V  

Table 3.16 Pulse control signal parameters & input signals 

It can be seen from Table 3.16 that the input control signal Vread2ctrl has been set to 

zero volts. This means the Readout Circuit Block has been configured to provide outputs 

ppout & compout for unknown current (Iext) evaluation only in alternate periodic cycles. 

These periodic cycles of ppout consists of integration and de-integration half cycles 

provided by amplifier atzamp1. The reason for the same is to check any potential 

leakage of the current (Iext) to be sensed. A substantial leakage current would have  
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Fig.3.23 Input pulse control signals specific to this configuration  
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produced a ramp output in the output periodic cycle of ppout provided by amplifier 

atzamp2. 

3.6.1.1 Extracted layout transient simulation results 

The positive edge triggered signal used to capture ppout & compout is Vamppulse. 

Transient plots of ppout for Iext of 22.5 nA & 30.5 nA are shown in Fig.3.24 & Fig.3.25 

respectively. Four periodic cycles of output ppout are shown from t = 0. Every alternate 

even periodic cycle of ppout consists of Iext integration half cycle followed by 

Icurrrefout1 de-integration half cycle.  

 

Fig.3.24 ppout against time for Iext of 22.5 nA 
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Fig.3.25 ppout against time for Iext of 30.5 nA 

3.6.1.2  Observations 

The first and third periodic cycles of ppout do not have unknown current integration. 

Hence during these periodic cycles the ppout starts from Vcm and jumps to a value 

higher than Vcm staying there till the end of the periodic cycle. The amplifier output 

goes open as soon as Vresetpulse is turned off which causes the output voltage to step 

during this periodic cycle. This can be seen in Fig.3.24 and Fig.3.25. 
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3.6.1.3   Evaluated Results 

Iext evaluated from compout:  

From compout waveforms, Tunknown was extracted for the 5 values of current to be 

evaluated. The reference current Icurrrefout1 is used here for calculations. The 

simulated value of Icurrrefout1 based on prior transient measurements covered in 

section 2.5.3.3.3 is 11 nA. Using the known values of Icurrrefout1, integration time (4µs 

= Tint - treset) independently for every value of Tunknown in (3.1) yields the list of 

evaluated currents (Iext) tabulated in Table 3.17. 

Iext (input) Iext(evaluated) 

22.5 nA 22.9 nA 

24.5 nA 24.6 nA 

26.5 nA 26.3 nA 

28.5 nA 28.1 nA 

30.5 nA 29.8 nA 

Table 3.17 Iext source & evaluated values from transient simulations 

Non-linearity and resolution:  

The evaluated non-linearity of the Readout Circuit Block from the tabulated values of   

Iext (evaluated) in Table 3.17 is 0.004 %.  The evaluated resolution of the Readout Circuit 

Block with step size of 225 pA over 22.5 nA base current (Iext) is 0.01 %. 

3.6.2    Sensing currents in the range 20 nA to 30 nA with experiments 

A PCB has been designed that consists of a standalone circuit to generate currents in 

the range 20 nA to 30 nA. The circuit schematic is shown in Fig.3.26 labelled as 

nanoamp current generation circuitry. The component values of circuit on PCB are 

tabulated in Table 3.18. R6 is connected between pin4 and WE1. A capacitance C3 (not 

shown here) of 20 nF was also connected in parallel to R4. This combination of R6 and 
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C3 resembles the impedance model of a typical microscale electrode with charge 

transfer resistance and double layer electrode capacitance [5]-[10].   

 

Fig.3.26 nanoamp current generation circuit with CMOS test chip 

Components on the PCB Value Purpose 

C1 & C2 22 µF & 100 nF De-coupling capacitors 

R3 100 kΩ  

R1 & R82 4.7 kΩ 
R7 & R8 constitutes the voltage 
divider network to obtain Vcm 
from VDD 

R4 100 kΩ  
R5 10 kΩ  
R6 10 MΩ  

Q1  PNP transistor 

Table 3.18 PCB component values 
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Vextsupply is held at 5 V and Iext is the current to be evaluated. Spice simulations and 

theoretical calculations show that the absolute current that is injected onto WE1 is 

around 30.5 nA for a 5 V Vextsupply. As Vextsupply is reduced from 5 V to 4.95 V with 

a step size of 50 mV, voltage at pin 4 is reduced by 25 mV. This theoretically results 

in an approximate current change of 2.5 nA on a base level of 30.5 nA. 

The input pulse control signals and their timing parameters are identical to that used 

in section 3.6.1. 

3.6.2.1  Transient measurement results 

 

Fig.3.27: ppout with 5 V Vextsupply 

3.6.2.2 Observations 

The first and third periodic cycles of ppout do not have unknown current integration. 

Fig.3.27 and Fig.3.28 are the ping-pong amplifier and comparator outputs respectively 

for 5 V Vextsupply. On a similar note, transient plots were obtained by varying Vextsupply 

from 5 V to 4.8 V with a step size of 50 mV. The absolute currents measured for all 

these values of Vextsupply.   
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Fig.3.28: compout with 5 V Vextsupply 

3.6.2.3 Evaluated Results 

Iext evaluated from compout:  

From compout waveforms, Tunknown was extracted for the 5 values of current to be 

evaluated. The reference current Icurrrefout1 is used here for calculations. The 

simulated value of Icurrrefout1 based on prior transient measurements covered in 

section 2.5.3.3.3 is 6.8 nA (Die 2). Using the known values of Icurrrefout1, integration 

time (4µs = Tint - treset) independently for every value of Tunknown in (3.1) yields the 

list of evaluated currents (Iext) tabulated in Table 3.19. 

Iext (input) Iext(evaluated) 

22.5 nA 22.9 nA 

24.5 nA 24.7 nA 

26.5 nA 26.3 nA 

28.5 nA 28.6 nA 

30.5 nA 30.6 nA 

Table 3.19 Iext source & evaluated values from transient simulations 
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Non-linearity and resolution:  

From the absolute values evaluated, it can be seen that only a 2nA change is detected 

for every 50 mV change of Vextsupply. The evaluated non-linearity of the Readout Circuit 

Block is 3 %.  The evaluated resolution is 6 %. The primary reason for a comparatively 

poor nonlinearity and resolution could potentially be due to the noise coupling. 

Improved experimental test benches with shielding/ faraday cage, use of triaxial cable 

etc could potentially reduce the impact of noise on the measurement and can lead to 

better measurement results. 

3.7 Basic Electrochemical characterization 

In this CMOS test chip, a 3 by 3 array of Pt micro-scale disc electrodes with 10 µm 

diameter has been post-processed by Matthew Donora who works in a related project 

to this PhD project as specified earlier. The initial aim would be to obtain current 

measurements from different electrodes on the array for different electrode bias 

potentials (potential difference between working and reference electrodes). 

Electrochemical reaction at the surface of micro-scale electrode produces steady state 

limiting current whose magnitude is governed by Cottrell equation. Some of the factors 

the steady state limiting current depends is concentration of redox species, diffusion 

coefficient of redox species and the dimensions of the working electrode [7]-[11]. 

3.7.1    Electrochemical experiment 

Calculations: The size of electrode is 10 µm. The redox couple used for the experiment 

is Ferrocene methanol solution with a 0.5mM concentration. Using these values along 

with diffusion coefficient of ferrocene methanol in Cottrell equation yields a steady 

state limiting current that is between 1-2 nA. Hence the steady state limiting current of 
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individual micro-scale electrodes on the 3 by 3 array is potentially expected to be of 

similar order. 

3.7.1.1 Experimental setup and measurements 

The 3 by 3 array of post-processed micro-scale electrodes is at the centre of the 

CMOS test chip. The chip was insulated to ensure only the electrodes are dipped into 

the solution so that electrical circuits on the CMOS test chip are protected. A petri -dish 

was used at the centre of a 40pin package with the chip bonded to it and the electrodes 

on the array immersed in the ferrocene methanol solution. A macroscale Pt counter 

electrode and Ag/Agcl reference electrode external to the chip were used for the 

experiments. The reference, counter electrodes and solution was obtained from Ugne, 

a PhD project student in chemistry whose work is in relevance to this work as 

described earlier. RE and CE were immersed in the solution along with the micro-scale 

electrodes on the array for experiments. 

Referring to Fig.2.4 of chapter 2, the electrodes on the array are always held at Vcm in 

accordance with the system architecture. Hence biaspstat (driveamp) is varied to create 

a potential difference between any of the on-chip working electrodes WE1-WE9 and 

the reference electrode. 

Observations from measurements: 

Electrode current measurements were taken for different biaspstat as a point by point 

measurement. The region to the left where (WE-RE) is between -0.65 and -1.25 V is 

possibly where reduction happens. The direction of flow of electrochemical reduction 

current is from CE to WE. Hence the reduction potential that corresponds to a steady 

state limiting current is possibly closer to -1.25 V from Fig.3.29. However, the steady 

state limiting current for the reduction potential window 9-0.65 V to -1.25 V) is at 12.9 

nA. It reaches this value from a base value of 5.8 nA at -0.65 V.   
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Fig.3.29: Electrode current vs (WE-RE) 

Hence subtracting these two values would give the actual electrochemical steady 

state limiting current due to reduction which stays at 7 nA.  This value of single 

micro-electrode current measured from the array is larger by 3-3.5 times than the 

theoretical value. This is due to a higher background current in the solution 

containing redox species. This could potentially be reduced by stirring (removing 

bubbles from the solution during measurement). On a similar note, the oxidation 

potential window was between -0.65 V to 0.35 V. The oxidation steady state limiting 

current is also at 12.9 nA with the limiting current due to oxidation at 7 nA. Identical 

results were obtained with individual chemical characterization on all the other 8 

electrodes of the array. 

3.8 Conclusion 

The electrical characterization of the readout circuit block of the test chip was covered 

with different ranges of currents. Some of the system level electrical performance 

parameters like non-linearity in current measurement, resolution were evaluated by 

both simulations and experiments. It has been shown that the readout circuit 

implemented on this chip can sense a wide range of current. As the absolute values 
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of current to be sensed reaches the order of hundreds of pA, the system non-linearity 

increases in comparison to the non-linearity evaluated with nA scale currents. To be 

able to measure currents of the order of hundreds of pA with improved resolution, it is 

required to use a longer integration time. Leakage reduction techniques needs to be 

adopted for sensing smaller range of current. The residual offset of auto-zero 

amplifiers have increased due to charge injection which needs to be minimized. The 

use of dummy MOSFETS at amplifier’s output is one such technique to reduce charge 

injection. 

The use of a current attenuator circuit to test current sensing capabilities of the readout 

circuit for low levels of current (hundreds of pA) has been explored. The ability of the 

readout circuit to sense wide ranges of current was the major takeaway and this has 

been due to the flexibility of the readout circuit architecture. 

Basic electrochemical characterization was done individually on all 9 electrodes of the 

array with a standard redox mediator to get an understanding of their electrochemical 

behaviour. To get a better understanding of the electrochemical performance, it is 

required to do more electrochemical characterization like the effect of increased 

concentration on electrode current etc. 
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4 Test Structures 

4.1 Introduction 

Microscale and nanoscale electrodes find widespread use as sensing elements in 

electrochemical sensing applications [26], [30], [36], [37].  Following advances in the 

microfabrication capability of micro-square nanoband edge electrodes (MNEE’s), the 

research reported in this thesis is focused on the integration of arrays of these sensors 

with readout circuits on CMOS silicon substrates.  

4.1.1 Electrochemical Sensing 

An electrochemical reaction at the surface of an electrode produces a steady state 

current whose magnitude depends on the surface area of the electrode. This current 

can range from a few pA to hundreds of nA for a nano/micro scale electrode at solution 

concentrations within a typical range [7]-[11]. The capability to handle such wide range 

of current places a heavy constraint on the design of CMOS sensing circuits. Most 

CMOS ADC readout circuits or quasi digital readout circuits are therefore designed for 

that part of the available current range that is most pertinent to the required application.  

Current values that fall outside this range must be either pre-amplified if too small or 

pre-attenuated if too large to be compatible with existing readout circuits. The use of a 

current amplifier and/or current attenuator as a front-end can increase the effective 

dynamic range of existing CMOS current sensing circuits. Circuits that amplify current 

in the sub pA range have been reported in the literature [98]-[101].  Most reports on 

current attenuators have focused on mobile communication applications [[101] for 

example]. Very few CMOS current attenuators have been reported for low frequency 

applications. On the other hand, the use of a single common CMOS circuit base 

architecture as a current amplifier, current attenuator & current buffer has never been 
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explored in detail. This chapter covers the design and characterization of custom-

designed front-end interface circuits: current amplifier, current attenuator and current 

buffer for electrochemical sensing application. 

4.1.2 Application context  

CMOS ADC readout circuits or quasi digital readout circuits have the potential to 

provide active matrix addressing (M readout circuits for M×N electrodes) for 

electrochemical sensing with arrays of micro/nano-scale electrodes. The individual 

electrode current to be sensed falls typically between approximately 500 pA and 

hundreds of nA (this range of current attributed partly to the wide range of electrode 

area). However, our existing CMOS readout circuit can only sense current in the range 

500 pA - 25 nA. Hence a switchable current attenuator circuit is required in order to use 

the same readout circuit for electrode current above 25 nA. 

4.2 Current attenuator  

A current attenuator circuit has been designed and fabricated in a 5 V 0.35 µm AMS 

CMOS process that can be used to attenuate a bi-directional steady-state DC input 

current of amplitude ranging from 25 to 300 nA. The circuit is an open loop architecture 

which comprises 13 MOSFETS and occupies a footprint of 90×60 µm2. The current 

attenuation achieved for the above-stated current range is around 55 dB. 

The current attenuator circuit is shown in Fig.4.1. It consists of a bias circuit block and 

three distinct stages, operating from a 5 V power supply. A detailed description of 

these three stages follows: 

4.2.1 bias circuit block 

The bias circuit block comprises of MOSFETS M1, M2, M3, M4 and a polysilicon 

resistor R1. A potential difference across R1 is developed by the diode connected p-
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MOSFETS and n-MOSFETS connected between the power supply and ground. This 

produces the bias current which in turn provides the bias potential for M10. The bias 

current required by the core stages of the circuit is provided by this bias circuit block.  

This configuration is one of the simplest ways to generate a bias voltage. However, 

this circuit is sensitive to process mismatch and variations. Hence care has been taken 

to keep the bias current flowing in this stage high (order of µA) so that any potential 

variation on this current has least impact on gate drive voltage to  M10, which keeps 

the current through M10 fairly constant. Hence power consumption has been traded-

off with this chosen bias circuit configuration. 

4.2.2 Input current stage  

Stage 1 is a low-input-impedance stage consisting of MOSFETS M7 and M5 both 

biased in saturation.  M5 is configured as an active load, thus presenting a low 

impedance to the input steady-state current, thereby avoiding significant signal loading.  

M7 is a part of an unbalanced differential stage consisting of MOSFETS M7 and M8.  

The gates of these MOSFETS are connected to an external DC control voltage labelled 

‘Vdiffctrl’ in Fig.4.1. The node labelled ‘Vcurrinp’ sources or sinks the input steady-state 

current ‘Icurrinp’. 

4.2.3 Unbalanced differential stage  

This stage consists of MOSFETS M6, M7, M8, M9 and M10. M7 and M8 constitute an 

un-balanced differential pair of MOSFETS biased in the saturation and linear regions 

respectively. The inverse relation between current attenuation and the output 

resistance of M8 [section 4.2.5] is the prime reason behind biasing M8 in the linear 

region. The aspect ratios of M7 and M8 are identical. Hence, the imbalance in the 

differential pair is created by M9 being biased in saturation. M9 keeps the drive voltage 
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to the subsequent output stage at a lower level (‘Vfirstout’ in Fig.4.1), thereby minimizing 

the output stage current and power consumption. Also, with the introduction of M9, the 

effect of process variation on the output DC offset current is kept low. The MOSFET 

pair M5 and M6 does not form a typical current mirror configuration as M6 is biased in 

the linear region. M10 is the long-tailed pair of the differential stage that sinks a constant 

current as defined by the bias circuit block.  

  

Fig.4.1. Current attenuator schematic 

 

 
 

  

Bias circuit block 

Input current stage 

Unbalanced differential stage 

Output stage 
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4.2.4 Output stage 

The output stage consists of M11, M12 and M13 all biased in saturation. M11 and M12 

resemble an inverter with an active load configuration.  These MOSFETS were sized 

to keep the output DC offset current and power consumption at a low level.  The current 

attenuation is directly proportional to the ratio of transconductance of MOSFETS M11 

to that of M12 [section 4.2.5], so width of M11 is sized slightly larger than M12. This is 

because any further increase in the width of M11 intended to produce more current 

attenuation leads to increased power consumption.  On the other hand, any further 

reduction in the width of M12 leads to an increase in the magnitude of the output DC 

offset current. The gate control voltage (‘Voutctrl’ in Fig.4.1) of M13 is tied to ‘Vdiffctrl’ 

and held at a constant DC level. 

This current attenuator circuit has been designed for use in conjunction with a CMOS 

dual slope current to time converter circuit for electrochemical sensing applications.  

The output current of the current attenuator is to be sourced into the virtual node of an 

amplifier that forms a part of the readout circuit. That node is held at a constant DC 

voltage (midway between the supplies). Hence, to cater to this requirement, M13 is 

used as a bridging MOSFET whose source and drain terminals are connected to the  

output stage of the current attenuator (‘Vsecout’ in Fig.4.1) and a constant DC voltage 

(labelled ‘Vcuratop’ in Fig.4.1) respectively. The value of the current attenuation ratio 

depends also on the transconductance of M13. The small signal models of the three 

distinct stages of the current attenuator circuit, and an approximate expression for the 

level of current attenuation are covered in the next section. 

4.2.5 Small signal model and current attenuation 

The small signal model for this circuit is developed under the assumption that the input 

to the current attenuator is a very low frequency ac current (near steady state with a 
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frequency of the order of several Hz). Some of the notations used in the small signal 

models are: gm – MOSFET transconductance; gds – MOSFET output conductance and 

rds – MOSFET output resistance. The small signal voltages of the corresponding nodes 

in Fig.4.1 are denoted by vcurrinp, vlongtail, vfirstout, vsecout and icurrinp is the input 

small signal current. 

4.2.5.1 Input stage low frequency small signal model 

From the simplified small signal model of the current input stage, a relation between 

vcurrinp and icurrinp can be obtained in the following manner. Assuming M7 is biased 

in saturation, gm7 >> gds7 + 0.5 gds10.  Using this assumption and applying kirchoff’s 

current law at the nodes labelled ‘vcurrinp’ and ‘vlongtail’ in Fig.4.2, one obtains: 

vlongtail = (vcurrinp × gds7) / gm7 = 0                                                                                                                                        (4.1)                                                                       

icurrinp = gm5 × vcurrinp                                                                                                                                                                                     (4.2) 

It can be observed from (4.2) that the input current is directly proportional to the 

transconductance of M5. 

4.2.5.2 Unbalanced differential stage small signal model 

From (4.1), we have vlongtail approximating to zero.  Then, as M8 is biased in the 

linear region, rds8 << rds9 holds true. 
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Fig.4.2. Input stage small signal model 

 

Fig.4.3. Unbalanced differential stage small signal model 

Using Kirchhoff’s current law at the node labelled ‘vfirstout’ in Fig.4.3, results in: 

 gm9 × vcurrinp = gds8 × vfirstout                                                                                                                                                 (4.3)       

Substituting for vcurrinp from (4.2) in (4.3), we get: 

 (gm9 × icurrinp) / (gm5 × gds8) = vfirstout                                                                                                                              (4.4)                                                                      
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4.2.5.3 Output stage simplified small signal model 

M11 is an active load so the following both hold true: 1/gm11 << (rds12 || rds13) and 

gm11 >> gm13.  Summing the currents at the node labelled ‘vsecout’ in Fig.4.4, gives:                               

vsecout = (-gm12/gm11) × vfirstout                                                                                                                                              (4.5)    

The current through M13 is the output attenuated current (whose direction is out of 

node ‘vsecout’) and whose magnitude is given by: 

 iout = -gm13 × vsecout                                                                                                                                                                             (4.6)                                                            

Combining equations (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) produces the following equation for current 

attenuation: 

 icurrinp/iout = (gm11 × gds8 × gm5)/ (gm13 × gm12 × gm9)                                                                                     (4.7) 

From (4.7), the current attenuation can be observed to be directly proportional to the 

transconductance of M5, M11 and the conductance of M8; it is also inversely 

proportional to the transconductance of M13, M12 and M9. 

4.2.6 Simulation & Experimental Results  

4.2.6.1 Experimental setup for evaluating current attenuation 

The test bench comprises: 

• An HP 4056 parameter analyzer: Channel 1 was used as a current source to 

provide steady state current (‘Icurrinp’ in Fig.4.1) to the current attenuator. Channel 2 

was used as a voltage source connected to the node labelled ‘Vcuratop’ in Fig.4.1, 

which was held at a constant DC voltage of 2.5 V.  The output current flows in/out of 

this voltage source. 
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Fig.4.4. Output stage small signal model 

• A 5 V Agilent power supply. 

• A National Instruments (NI) data acquisition module (DAQ): The control 

voltages Vdiffctrl and Voutctrl were generated using two analog output channels of the 

NI’s PCI 6251 DAQ module. Both were held at the same constant DC voltage. 

4.2.6.2 Test methodology 

The input current from channel 1 of the parameter analyser was swept from 0 to 300 

nA and the output current in channel 2 was plotted as a function of input current.  

Repetitive current sweeps with long integration times (seconds) were performed and 

the output current plotted after several cycles.  A step size of 25 nA was used for the 

sweep. The conventions used for the current direction are: positive when the channel 

sources the current and negative when the channel sinks the current. 

4.2.6.3 Results 

Fig.4.5 shows the output current plots of the simulation and experimental 

measurements with Voutctrl = Vdiffctrl = 2.49 V. This shows that for an input current 
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of 0 nA, the output DC offset current is ~200 pA.  For any input current in the specified 

range, the total output current is the sum of the output DC offset current and the 

attenuated current component (proportional to the input current).  As the input current 

increases within the nA regime, the output current increases in the pA scale in a linear 

manner. The percentage of non-linearity and the level of current attenuation over the 

entire current range are evaluated by measuring the output current value for each 25 

nA increment of input current. This gives 13 data-points in total across the 0 – 300 nA 

input current range. In this particular case, the recorded current attenuation for 

simulation (single simulation run) and experimental results are 58.5 dB and 56.7 dB 

respectively. Referring to Fig.4.1, for a fixed Voutctrl = Vdiffctrl (in this case 2.49 V), an 

increase in the value of input current from 0 nA (range 0 to +300 nA) increases Vcurrinp 

and the current through M7. This leads to a decrease in the current through M8 as the 

total current through M10 is constant.  However, as M8 is biased in linear region and 

vlongtail  0 (small signal value of the node labelled Vlongtail in Fig.4.1), a decrease in 

current through M8 reduces Vfirstout, which pushes M8 further into the linear region.  

A reduction in Vfirstout reduces the current through M12 which eventually leads to an 

increase in the magnitude of output current. For input currents that flow out of the node 

labelled Vcurrinp, an increase in the input current leads to a decrease in the magnitude 

of output current. 

Fig.4.6 shows the output current of experiments with Voutctrl = Vdiffctrl set to 2.48 V 

and 2.51 V. This is intended to show the effect of control voltages on output DC offset 

current, current attenuation and non-linearity. 
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Fig.4.5. Output current as a function of input current for the current attenuator circuit with 

control voltages set to 2.49 V 

 

Referring to Fig.4.1, with zero input current and an increase in the value of Vdiffctrl 

from a nominal value (e.g. 2.49 V), Vlongtail increases to keep the current through M7 

at the same level as before. As M8 is biased in the linear region, Vfirstout increases to 

keep the current through M8 at the same level as before. An increase in Vfirstout 

subsequently increases the current through M12, thereby decreasing the output DC 

offset current through M13.  On a similar note, from Fig.4.3, a decrease in the value of 

 

Fig.4.6. Output current as a function of input current for different control voltages 
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Vdiffctrl leads to an increase in the magnitude of the output DC offset current from –

200 pA, for Vdiffctrl = 2.51 V to around –250 pA for Vdiffctrl = 2.48 V. Table 4.1 shows 

the evaluated experimental results of current attenuation, non-linearity and output DC 

offset current for different levels of control voltage. Regarding the linearity of the circuit, 

optimum performance was obtained for Vdiffctrl = Voutctrl = 2.49 V. By repeatedly 

sweeping the range of input-current, the output DC offset current was found to vary by 

5 % around the nominal value of –224 pA for Vdiffctrl = Voutctrl = 2.49 V. 

Input-current range: 0 
to +300 nA 

  Vdiffctrl 
=Voutctrl 
= 2.48 V 

  Vdiffctrl 
=Voutctrl 
= 2.49 V 

  Vdiffctrl 
=Voutctrl 
= 2.51 V 

Output DC offset 
current (pA) 

–250 –224 –183 

Current attenuation 
(dB) 

55.9 56.7 59.8 

Non-linearity (%) 4.2 2.5 6.5 

Input-current range:0 
to -300nA 

   

Current attenuation 
(dB) 

59.3 61.6 65.8 

 Non-linearity (%) 3.5 2 5.2 

Table 4.1. Current attenuator performance parameters 

4.2.7 Conclusion 

A current attenuator circuit with power consumption as low as 0.35 mW has been 

designed and tested; it is implemented in a 5V 0.35µm AMS CMOS process. It 

functions with single independent DC control voltage, with its intended use being to 

operate as a pre-attenuating stage in conjunction with a CMOS ADC readout circuit 

for sensing the steady state current from a micro/nano electrode operating as an 

electrochemical sensor. Hence the focus was to keep the output DC offset current 

relatively low in comparison to the full scale current sensing range of an ADC.     

Linearity within 2-2.5 % was achieved for the chosen current range. The circuit has 

the potential to be used in conjunction with CMOS readout circuits to extend their 
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dynamic current sensing range for electrochemical and other sensing applications. An 

inherent advantage of this circuit is its potential to be used as a current buffer. The 

design & characterization of CMOS current buffer using a circuit configuration identical 

to current attenuator is covered in the next section. 

4.3 Current buffer 

A current buffer circuit is designed and fabricated in a 5 V 0.35 µm AMS CMOS process 

that can be used to mirror a bi-directional steady-state DC input current of amplitude 

ranging from 10 to 500 nA. The circuit is a closed loop architecture which comprises 

13 MOSFETS and occupies a footprint of 90×60 µm2. The current gain that can be 

achieved for the above-stated current range is approximately 1. 

4.3.1 Application context  

With the use of micro/nano-scale electrodes for electrochemical sensing, the individual 

electrode current to be sensed falls typically between 500 pA and hundreds of nA (this 

range of current attributed partly to the wide range of electrode area). However, often 

three different circuits are being used for current amplification/ attenuation/buffering. 

The potential use of one circuit configuration as a current amplifier/current 

attenuator/current buffer has never been fully explored. This section explores the use 

of current attenuator circuit configuration (covered in the previous section) as a current 

buffer (current mirror). This current buffer circuitry will eventually be used in conjunction 

with existing CMOS dual slope ADC readout circuit for sensing currents in the range 

10-500nA. 
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4.3.2 Circuit description 

The current buffer circuit is shown in Fig. 4.7. It consists of a bias circuit block and three 

distinct stages with a voltage feedback from the output stage to the input. The circuit 

operates from a 5 V power supply. A detailed description of these three stages follows: 

4.3.2.1 Input current stage 

Stage 1 is a low-input-impedance stage consisting of MOSFETS M7 and M5 both 

biased in saturation.  M5 is configured as an active load, thus presenting a low 

impedance to the input steady-state current, thereby avoiding significant signal loading.  

M7 is a part of an unbalanced differential stage consisting of MOSFETS M7 and M8.  

The gates of these MOSFETS are connected to one end of poly-silicon resistor ‘Rop’ 

and labelled as ‘Vdiffctrl’. The voltage at this node is a small signal value provided by 

feedback from output. The node labelled ‘Vcurrinp’ sources or sinks the input steady-

state current ‘Icurrinp’. 

4.3.2.2 Unbalanced differential stage and bias circuit 

This stage consists of MOSFETS M6, M7, M8, M9 and M10. M7 and M8 constitute an 

un-balanced differential pair of MOSFETS biased in the saturation and linear regions 

respectively. The aspect ratios of M7 and M8 are identical. Hence, the imbalance in the 

differential pair is created by M9 being biased in saturation. M9 keeps the drive voltage 

to the subsequent output stage at a lower level (node labelled ‘Vfirstout’ in Fig.4.7), 

thereby minimizing the output stage current and power consumption. Also with the 

introduction of M9, the effect of process variation on the output DC offset current is kept 

low. The MOSFET pair M5 and M6 does not form a typical current mirror configuration 

as M6 is biased in the linear region. M10 is the long-tailed pair of the differential stage 
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that sinks a constant current as defined by the bias circuit block. The bias circuit 

comprises M1, M2, M3, M4 and R1. R1 is a polysilicon resistor. 

 

Fig.4.7. Current buffer schematic 

4.3.2.3 Output stage 

The output stage consists of M11, M12 and M13 all biased in saturation. M11 and M12 

resemble an inverter with an active load configuration.  These MOSFETS were sized 

to keep the output DC offset current and power consumption at a minimum level. The 

current gain is directly proportional to the ratio of transconductance of MOSFETS M12 
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and M11 (shown in the next sub-section).The gate of M13 is connected to an 

independent DC control voltage (labelled as ‘Voutctrl’ in Fig.4.7). 

This current buffer circuit has been designed for use in conjunction with a CMOS dual 

slope current to time converter circuit for electrochemical sensing applications. The 

output current of the current buffer is to be sourced into the virtual node of an amplifier 

that forms a part of the readout circuit.  That node is held at a constant DC voltage 

(midway between the supplies). Hence, to cater to this requirement, M13 is used as a 

bridging MOSFET whose source and drain terminals are connected to the output stage 

of the current buffer (labelled ‘Vsecout’ in Fig.4.7) and to one end of resistor Rop (node 

labelled ‘Vdiffctrl’ in Fig.4.7) respectively. The other end of resistor Rop is connected to 

a constant independent DC control voltage (labelled ‘Vcuratop’ in Fig.4.7). 

4.3.2.4 Feedback loop 

As the electrochemical sensing application requires near steady state currents to be 

sensed, it is really important to keep the output DC offset current as low as possible. 

To achieve the same, the current buffer circuit must have an in-built feedback loop. The 

feedback loop comprises of M7, M8, M13 & Rop (shown in Fig.4.7). The principle of 

working of feedback loop is as follows: 

The output current of current buffer constitutes of two components: DC offset current 

and buffered input current. This current flow either in/out of node ‘Vcuratop’ (shown in 

Fig.4.7) in correspondence to the direction of input current. For a fixed input current, 

any increase in the output current that flows into ‘Vcuratop’ produces an increase in the 

voltage drop across the resistor Rop. The value of Rop is chosen to make sure an 

increase in output DC offset current in the order of nA produces an increase in the 

voltage drop across Rop in the order of few mV. This small signal voltage (Vdiffctrl) is 

fed back as a gate control to the input MOSFETS M7 & M8. As a consequence, 
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Vlongtail and Vfirstout increases to maintain a constant current through M10. An 

increase in Vfirstout increases the current through M12, which eventually reduces the 

current through M13. Hence the output current of the current buffer is reduced. With 

this feedback loop, the variation of output DC offset current with repeated 

measurements can be kept to a minimum. The node labeled ‘Vcuratop’ in Fig.4.7 is held 

at a constant DC voltage. 

The small signal models of the three distinct stages of the current buffer circuit and an 

approximate expression for current gain are covered in the next section. 

4.3.3 Small signal model and current gain 

The small signal model for this circuit is developed under the assumption that the input 

to the current buffer is a very low frequency ac current (near steady state with a 

frequency of the order of several Hz). Some of the notations used in the small signal 

models are: gm – MOSFET transconductance; gds – MOSFET output conductance and 

rds – MOSFET output resistance. The small signal voltages of the corresponding nodes 

in Fig.4.7 are denoted by vcurrinp, vlongtail, vfirstout, vsecout, vdiffctrl. icurrinp and iout 

are the input & output small signal currents respectively. 

4.3.3.1 Input stage low frequency small signal model 

From the simplified small signal model of the input stage, a relation between vcurrinp 

and icurrinp can be obtained in the following manner. Assuming M7 is biased in 

saturation, gm7 >> gds7 + 0.5 gds10.  Using this assumption and applying kirchoff’s 

current law at the nodes labelled ‘vlongtail’ and ‘vcurrinp’ in Fig.4.8, one obtains: 

vlongtail = (iout × Rop)                                                                                                                                                                                 (4.8)                                    

icurrinp = gm5 × vcurrinp                                                                                                                                                                                     (4.9) 

It can be observed from (4.9) that the input current is directly proportional to the 

transconductance of M5. 
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4.3.3.2 Unbalanced differential stage small signal model 

Applying Kirchhoff’s current law to the nodes ‘vfirstout’ and ‘vlongtail’ in Fig.4.9 yields 

the following: 

gm9 × vcurrinp = gds9 × vfirstout                                                                                                                                                                                (4.10)  

(gm8× ((iout×Rop)-vlongtail)) + ((vfirstout-vlongtail) × gds8) = 0.5×vlongtail×gds10   (4.11)                                                                                                                                                                               

Substituting (8) in (11) and as M8 is biased in the linear region, rds8 << rds10 holds 

true. Using this we get,   vfirstout = vlongtail                                                                       (4.12) 

Substituting (4.12), (4.9) & (4.8) in (4.10), we get 

iout/icurrinp = gm9 / (gm5×gds9×Rop)                                                                                                                              (4.13)    

 

Fig.4.8. Input stage small signal model 

4.3.3.3 Output stage small signal model 

The simplified small signal model for the output stage is shown in Fig.4.10. Applying 

Kirchhoff’s current law to the node ‘vsecout’ in Fig.4.10 and using  

vfirstout = (iout × Rop), which is derived from equations (4.8) & (4.12), we get the 

following simplified equation:  
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(iout × Rop) × (gm12-gds13) = vsecout × (gm13-gm11-gds13)                                                                                         (4.14)                                                                                                                                                                       

As ‘Voutctrl’ equals zero (DC control voltage), the output small signal current is:              

                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

Fig.4.9.Unbalanced differential stage small signal model                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

  Fig.4.10.Unbalanced differential stage small signal model 

iout = (-gm13× vsecout)                                                                                                                (4.15) 

Substituting (4.15) in (4.14), yields the following expression for Rop:                                                
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Rop = (1-(gm11/gm13)-(gds13/gm13)) / (gds13-gm12)                                                                                           (4.16)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

As M11, M12 and M13 are biased in saturation, the following conditions hold true: 

gm13>>gds13 & gm12>>gds13. Therefore (gds13/gm13) and (gds13-gm12) approximate 

to zero and -gm12   respectively. Applying these to (4.16), yields the following equation: 

Rop = (1-(gm11/gm13)) / (-gm12)                                                                                                                                                         (4.17)                                                                                                                                                                        

Even though M13 and M11 are biased in saturation, the magnitude of currents flowing 

through the same are in the order of nA & µA respectively. Hence gm11/gm13>>1. 

Therefore (4.17) can further be simplified as shown below: 

Rop = gm11 / (gm12× gm13)                                                                                                                                                               (4.18) 

Now substituting (4.18) in (4.13), we get the following expression for current gain: 

iout/icurrinp = (gm9×gm12×gm13) / (gm5×gds9×gm11)                                                                                    (4.19) 

4.3.4 Simulation & Experimental Results  

4.3.4.1 Experimental setup for evaluating current gain 

The test bench comprises: 

• An HP 4056 parameter analyzer: Channel 1 was used as a current source to 

provide steady state current (‘Icurrinp’ in Fig.4.7) to the current buffer. Channel 2 was 

used as a voltage source connected to the node labelled ‘Vcuratop’ in Fig.4.7, which 

was held at a constant DC voltage of 2.5 V.  The output current flows in/out of this 

voltage source. 

• A 5 V Agilent power supply. 

• A National Instruments (NI) data acquisition module (DAQ): The control voltage 

Voutctrl was generated using one analog output channel of the NI’s PCI 6251 DAQ 

module. It was held at a constant DC voltage. 
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4.3.4.2 Test methodology 

The input current from channel 1 of the parameter analyzer was swept from 0 to 500 

nA and the output current from channel 2 was plotted as a function of input current.  

Repetitive current sweeps with long integration times (seconds) were performed and 

the output current plotted after several cycles. A total of 15 measurement runs were 

performed and the outputs from the same were recorded. A step size of 10 nA was 

used for the sweep. The conventions used for the current direction are: positive when 

the channel sources the current and negative when the channel sinks the current. 

4.3.4.3 Results 

Fig.11 shows the plot of output current against input current obtained from the chip for 

one measurement run with Voutctrl set at 1.87 V.  This current buffer design is a closed 

loop configuration with feedback from output to input being provided through 50k 

resistor (Rop). For an input current of 0 nA, the output DC offset current is ~100 nA.  

For any input current in the specified range (0-500 nA), the total output current is the 

sum of the output DC offset current and the buffered current component (proportional 

to the input current).  As the input current increases within the nA regime, the output 

current increases linearly in the nA scale as shown in Fig.4.11. The percentage of non-

linearity and the magnitude of current gain over the entire current range are evaluated 

by measuring the output current value for each 10 nA increment of input current. This 

gives 50 data-points in total across the 0 - 500 nA input current range for every 

recorded measurement run. In total, 15 measurement runs were performed and the 

output current from all these runs were recorded. For this recorded measurement 

(Fig.4.11), the evaluated current gain is 1.017. Referring to Fig.4.7, a fixed Voutctrl (in 

this case 1.87 V) and a zero-input current gives a near constant output DC offset 

current, which is taken as the initial start-up condition for the current buffer circuit. 
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Hence with this start-up condition, the small signal voltages vlongtail and vdiffctrl can 

be approximated to zero. However due to a residual output DC offset current, these 

nodes are biased at DC voltage levels defined by Iout × Rop. Now, an increase in the 

value of input current from 0 nA (range 0 to +500 nA) increases Vcurrinp and the 

current through M7. This leads to a decrease in the current through M8 as the total 

current through M10 is constant.  However, as M8 is biased in linear region and 

vlongtail  0 (start-up condition), a decrease in current through M8 reduces Vfirstout, 

which pushes M8 further into the linear region. A reduction in Vfirstout leads to an 

increase in the magnitude of output current. Thus, input current is buffered at the 

output. The output current direction is negative (flows in to Vcuratop node), which is 

denoted by (–nA) in the y-axis of Fig.4.11.       

Table 4.2 shows the current gain and gain non-linearity performance of the current 

buffer circuit across 15 repeated measurement runs. Each measurement run 

corresponds to a long integration sweep of input current (0 to +500 nA) using HP 

Parameter analyzer. 
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Fig.4.11. Output current against input current for current buffer  

Measurement runs 
Average differential 
input current (nA) 

Average differential 
output current (nA) 

Current gain 
Gain non-linearity 
(%) 

1 10 11.26 1.126 1.29 
2 10 11.22 1.122 1.32 

3 10 11.32 1.132 1.42 
4 10 11.28 1.128 1.33 
5 10 11.24 1.124 1.49 
6 10 10.7 1.07 1.58 
7 10 10.53 1.053 1.16 
8 10 10.7 1.07 1.24 

9 10 10.76 1.076 0.8 
10 10 10.65 1.065 0.94 
11 10 10.63 1.063 0.83 
12 10 10.58 1.058 0.92 
13 10 10.39 1.039 0.86 
14 10 10.44 1.044 0.75 
15 10 10.17 1.017 0.77 

     

Average across 15 
runs 

  1.079 
                         
1.113 
 

Table 4.2. Current buffer performance across 15 runs 
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From observation of results, 10nA is the minimum current that can be mirrored by the 

current buffer circuit. Current gain is defined as the ratio of average differential output 

current to the average differential input current. For every repeated measurement run, 

current gain was evaluated and an average across 15 runs was calculated from the 

same. The average current gain for the current buffer across 15 runs is approximately 

1.07. Also, current gain non-linearity was evaluated for all the measurement runs and 

the same is tabulated in Table 4. 2. The average non-linearity of the circuit evaluated 

across 15 measurement runs is around 1.11%. The output DC offset current for all 

these tabulated measurement runs was around 100nA. 

4.3.5 Conclusion 

A current buffer circuit with power consumption as low as 0.35 mW has been designed 

and tested; it is implemented in a 5V 0.35µm AMS CMOS process. It functions with 

single independent DC control voltage, with its intended use being to operate as a pre-

buffering stage in conjunction with a CMOS ADC readout circuit for sensing the steady 

state current from a micro/nano electrode operating as an electrochemical sensor. 

Hence the focus was to keep the output DC offset current relatively low in comparison 

to the full-scale current sensing range of an ADC with the help of feedback.     

A linearity within 1.2 % was achieved for the chosen current range. The circuit has the 

potential to be used in conjunction with CMOS ADC readout circuits to extend their 

dynamic current sensing range for electrochemical and other sensing applications. 

Future work would focus on the reduction of output DC offset current to keep it within 

the full-scale current sensing range. Future improved current buffer versions will also 

attempt to reduce the non-linearity of the circuit. 
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5.  Conclusions and future work 
 

5.1 Conclusions 

Thin films exhibit microscopic spatial heterogeneity. From an application point of view, 

for example, devices like solar cells make use of thin films. Hence to understand the 

impact of microscopic spatial heterogeneities on device performance, 2D 

electrochemical activity mapping on thin films becomes essential. However existing 

high-resolution electrochemical activity mapping techniques are slow (order of 

minutes) over a large area (~cm² scale). Hence these techniques are unable to detect 

rapid localized chemical activity changes over a larger scale. 

Dr Fernando Castro of NPL approached UoE in 2013 expressing a requirement for a 

capability to do rapid 2D electrochemical activity mapping on a microscopic scale 

without mechanical scanning. The overall aim of this project which has maintained 

collaborative guidance from NPL is to develop and characterise a device with array of 

microscale electrodes integrated on a single silicon CMOS chip alongside an active 

matrix readout capability. 

In this project, for feasibility purposes, a CMOS test chip with sequential electrode 

current readout capability (passive matrix) has been designed and implemented in a 

5 V AMS CMOS process. The test architecture to address 3 by 3 array of microscale 

electrodes has been developed and individual circuit blocks have been extensively 

characterized for electrical device specifications derived from electrochemical 

specification requirements. The readout circuit architecture implemented in this test 

chip is a quasi-digital current-mode current-to-time converter for sensing currents from 

individual electrodes on the array. An additional feature of the chip is the ability to 

sense bi-directional electrode currents with the use of on-chip bidirectional current 
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references. Auto-zeroed ping-pong amplifier with low offset constitutes the most 

critical component of the readout circuit block. The ping-pong amplifier is used for the 

following: to reduce pixel-pixel mismatch due to electronic imperfections, improve 

current sensing resolution of the readout circuit and reduce current measurement non-

linearity of the readout circuit. The auto-zero amplifiers that forms a part of the readout 

circuit have been simulated for input referred current noise. The current noise is much 

smaller than the electrode current to be sensed. All the circuits that constitute various 

circuit blocks have been individually characterized in detail for their electrical 

performance 

The readout circuit block of the test chip has been characterized as a system for its 

current sensing capabilities. This involves the extensive electrical characterization of 

the readout circuit block with a wide input current rage for sensing. The absolute 

current sensing range of the readout circuit block is 100 pA-30 nA. This has been 

verified by simulations and experiments. As the absolute values of current to be 

sensed reaches the order of hundreds of pA, the system non-linearity increases in 

comparison to the non-linearity evaluated with nA scale currents. To be able to 

measure currents of the order of hundreds of pA with improved resolution, it is required 

to use a longer integration time. Leakage reduction techniques needs to be adopted 

for sensing smaller range of current. The residual offset of auto-zero amplifiers has 

increased due to charge injection which needs to be minimized. The use of dummy 

MOSFETS at amplifier’s output is one such technique to reduce charge injection. 

The use of a current attenuator circuit to test current sensing capabilities of the readout 

circuit for low levels of current (hundreds of pA) has been explored. The ability of the 

readout circuit to sense wide ranges of current was the major takeaway and this has 

been primarily due to the flexibility of the readout circuit architecture. 
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Basic electrochemical characterization of the CMOS test chip with post-processed Pt 

micro-scale electrodes (10 µm diameter) has been done with a Ferrocene methanol 

redox couple. The individual electrode currents from the array were evaluated for 

different potentiostat bias voltages. 

The CMOS test chip also has custom-designed front-end interface circuits: current 

attenuator and current buffer as standalone test structures for potential electrochemical 

sensing application. These test structures have been electrically characterized for input 

current ranges that fall outside the current sensing range of the readout circuit block. 

So these test circuits are intended to work in conjunction with the readout circuit block 

of the test chip thereby increasing the input dynamic range of the readout circuit. Some 

of the performance parameters evaluated are offset current, non-linearity and current 

gain/attenuation. The current amplifier/attenuator test circuits occupy smaller area and 

have the potential, when optimized, to occupy part of the available area within a pixel. 

This makes the CMOS readout system architecture scalable to address a much larger 

array of electrodes.  

5.2 Future work 

Electrochemical imaging with the CMOS test chip: 

The CMOS test chip will be made available to researchers at NPL for further detailed 

electrochemical characterization of the efficacy of micro-scale electrode device for 2D 

electrochemical imaging. 

16 by 16 CMOS chip with active matrix readout capability: 

A CMOS main chip with the capability to actively address individual electrodes on 

the array has already been designed on the same CMOS process towards the end of 

my PhD.  The chip consists of current sensing readout circuits, drive circuits 
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(potentiostat) and digital control circuits and a potential to post-process 16×16 array 

of microscale electrodes. Post-doctorate work in my current post would involve the 

electrical and electrochemical characterization of this chip. This chip provides further 

evidence of the scalability of the architecture towards future arrays comprising much 

larger numbers of microscale electrodes. 

Speculative approach with single electron transistor: To utilise the merits of nano-band 

electrodes, we have identified the potential for a ‘’single electron bipolar avalanche 

transistor (SEBAT)’’ to be used to sense nano-electrode current.  SEBATS have been 

reported that are capable of measuring currents in the low ‘’femto-ampere’’ range with 

‘’atto-ampere’’ sensitivity. Advantages of the SEBAT method includes low current 

consumption; high integration density; very low 1/f noise. However, this approach is at 

a very early stage [102]-[106]. 
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Appendix 
 

1.  Chip layout 

 

 

The layout the CMOS chip is shown in the figure above. The active sensor area of the 

chip is at its centre. The readout circuits and drive circuits to address the 3 by 3 array 

are located on the bottom side of the 3 by 3 array. The current consumption of the 

Readout Circuits + drive circuits is around 330 µA.  

The current consumed by all other test circuits inside the chip: current attenuator, 

current buffer, current amplifiers, other versions of readout circuit and the current 

consumed by voltage buffers used to probe static points of the circuit and pingpong-

amplifier output is around 2.6 mA. Total current consumption of the entire chip is 

around 3 mA. 
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2. System testing 

The PCB for system level testing the CMOS test chip along with counter, reference 

electrodes is shown in the figure below 

 

3. 3 by 3 array of post-processed microscale electrodes 

The electrodes were post-processed by Matthew Donora as a part of a closely linked 

project and image of the array of electrodes taken by him is included here for showing 

the image 

 

                            (image by Matthew Donora, University of Edinburgh) 
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4.  Sizing of all the MOSFETS used in the CMOS test chip.  

The lengths and widths all the MOSFETS used in the pstat circuits and test structures 

are expressed in µm. 

Main readout + drive electronic circuits used for addressing the electrodes of the 

CMOS test chip: 

 

MOSFET  Aspect ratio 

M1-M28 0.5/0.5 

M29, M34 30/2 

M45, M49 10/2 

M30, M35, M39 & M40 90/2 

M43, M44, M46 & M50 90/2 

M54, M56 30/2 

M55 60/2 

M57 280/4 

M31, M33 135/2 

M36, M38 90/2 

M47, M48 30/2 

M51, M53 45/2 

M32, M37 90/2 

M41, M42 90/2 

M52 15/2 

M58, M59 45/2 

M60, M61 15/2 

M62, M63 9/2 

M64, M65 3/2 

M66 6/2 

M67-M70 2/1 

M71 15/2 

M72 4/3 

M73, M74 2/3 
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M75 2/13 

M76 0.5/12 

M77 40/2 

M78 10/2 

M79 5/15 

M80, M81 0.5/12 

M82 15/2 

M83 4/3 

M84, M85 2/3 

M86 2/13 

M87 0.5/12 

M88 40/2 

M89 10/2 

M90 5/15 

M91, M92 0.5/12 

M121-M145 Sizing identical to driveamp 

M146, M148 60/2 

M154, M156 20/2 

M147, M149 15/2 

M150, M151 15/2 

M152, M153, M155, M157 5/2 

M158-M168 0.5/0.5 

Catz1 & Catz2 4 pF 
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Current attenuator/ Current buffer sizing: 

 

M1, M2 45/2 

M3, M4 15/2 

M5, M6 10/2.5 

M7, M8 3/2 

M9 10/1.5 

M10 6/2 

M11 25/2 

M12 20/2 

M13 10/1 

R1 20k 
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